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From the desk of
Executive Editor..
Change is the law of nature.  As the weather in
Vadodara, changes from moderate cold to scorching hot,
the atmosphere at NAIR gradually warms up with
the presence of young dynamic probationers filling the
alma mater of Indian Railways.

After taking over as editor, it will be my prime aim
to take this magazine to newer heights and in this
process I would request your valuable contribution and
opinion.

In this issue, we have an article on ‘Premium Trains’
by Member Traffic, Railway Board which is an innovation
implemented within record time in managing rail fare
to enhance profitability.

Touching upon the darker side of  technology ‘Ban the
use of mobiles at the work places’ gives the drawbacks
which advance communication brings with it.

In youth forum, we bring contributions in the form
of Poems from young Railway Officers.

We interviewed Mrs. Prabha Mehta, President &
Executive Director, Disha Charitable Trust, Vadodara,
which runs Autism Centre, School & Community Based
Rehabilitation Program for children with disabilities.

Change is a continuous process and we aim to utilize
this process to make the coming issues more interesting.
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SPST & Editor
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Interview

Interview with
Mrs. Prabha Mehta
President & Executive Director

Disha Charitable Trust,
Vadodara

Mrs. Prabha Mehta, President and Executive Director of
Disha Charitable Trust is an educationist, writer, poet
and social worker. As Founder and President of  Disha
Charitable Trust she has initiated and organised a  number
of programs to create awareness about Autism, and
other  intellectual and developmental disabilities in
children. It is under her dynamic leadership that Disha
is successfully running Disha Autism  Centre, Special
School and Therapy Centre and Community
Based  Rehabilitation Program at Vadodara (Baroda).

Prabha Mehta is a staunch exponent of Inclusive
Education and community Based Rehabilitation and has
written and presented several papers on these subjects.
  She is a warm, friendly, accessible, hardworking and
focused person and strongly believes in the power of
‘working together’. With her abounding energy and
exuberant optimism she has made Disha Charitable Trust
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an organisation of National Repute. Due to her
efforts Disha also has collaborations and
networking with International projects in working
for children with autism and other developmental
disabilities.

Briefly tell us about “DISHA”?

I founded Disha Charitable Trust in the year 1999
with a compelling desire to serve children with
disabilities and their families. Managed by
professional and dedicated board of management
and trustees, Disha runs a Special School &
Therapy Centre, Autism Centre, Community
Based Rehabilitation Program and Vocational
Training Centers.

In Gujarat, Disha is the only organization
providing wide range of State of the art therapies
and rehabilitative services, under one roof, to
a large number of children with Autism and other
developmental disabilities. The Centre also caters
to children from other towns/cities/countries
through parent training and consultation. Nearly
80 % of our beneficiaries belong to below poverty
line families who receive all services free of
charge.

Disha has since emerged one of the premiere
Centers in the country for children with Autism
and other developmental disabilities.

What are your fond memories of the Indian
Railways?

I have many fond and cherished memories of
Indian Railways. I was born and brought up in
Solan, Himachal Pradesh and in my childhood
it was great fun to travel by the beautiful steam
engine train Himalayan Queen (Kalka to Shimla)
which presented a breathtaking view of landscape
of the majestic Himalayas, excitement of passing
through tunnels and over bridges; amid the lush
green valleys embellished with pine and oak trees
 all along its mountainous route. ‘Home made

parathas and aam ka achhar’ tasted delicious and
with apples and plums to munch on added to
the fun.

Any specific experience of your railway
journey which you will not forget?

During summer vacation of my children once
when we visited my in-laws in Solan. I can never
forget a journey from Solan to Shimla by the
beautiful Railcar occupied by our entire extended
family. We could look in any direction through
its big glass windows in front, top and back,
asking the driver to stop wherever we wanted,
got down to collect pine cones and wild flowers,
sang songs and laughed a lot. And on way back
from Shimla we requested the driver to stop the
train near our house and he happily obliged.The
experience is etched in our memory forever.

How do you find Railway services at present?

Over the years the Indian Railways have gone
through a huge transition in terms of  comfort,
speed and technologies. Rajdhani Express and
Shatabdi Express stand out from all other trains.
Online booking is very convenient for the traveler
and touch screen kiosks at some of the stations
provide instant information, which is great.  

I feel proud of Baroda Raiway Station with its
beautiful architectural design. It is cleaner than
many other stations.

Any suggestion?

- To ensure safe, dependable and high quality
of  train services at par with international
standards.

- Accessibility norms to be implemented for
the disabled and senior citizens by providing
ramps, elevators and other such facilities. 

- All railway staff should be trained to be
courteous, well-mannered and efficient. An
effective grievance machinery be set up to

Interview
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address grievances at the earliest.

- Catering services and better quality of  food
cooked in perfect hygienic conditions is
needed.

- Cleanliness in coaches, toilets, stations and
railway tracks be strictly implemented.

- Any passenger breaking the rules, littering
or damaging the railway property should be
heavily fined and/or punished.

What are the aims of your organization?

- To help children with disabilities to be as
independent as possible and to be happy
and productive.

- To make a barrier free and inclusive society
for all.

- To empower persons with disabilities to be
part of the mainstream society in all walks
of life.

What was the problems you faced in
establishing ‘Disha’?

-       Lack of awareness about special learning
needs of children with disabilities

-       Raising funds to sustain and grow our work.

What is your expectation from society to
achieve your aim?

We expect the society to join hands to support
our cause by contributing their time, expertise
and funds so that children with disabilities can
live a meaningful and productive life and not
a life of isolation and neglect.

Any advice to youth on how to solve some
of  the biggest problems of  our society.

 ”Youth is the joy, the little bird that has broken out
of  the eggs and is eagerly waiting to spread out its
wings in the open sky of  freedom and hope.” 

We need our youth to be sensitive, educated,
aware, honest and responsible. The youth of India
has great creative energy and potential to “be
the change” they want in the society. The time
is ripe for young people to be alert and develop
values and strength to fight the enormous
challenges that our country is facing today like
corruption, terrorism and violence . There is utter
lack of safety and security for the girl child and
women anywhere in the country.  Youth can play
a vital role in eliminating these monstrosities from
the society by raising their voice against such
elements. Our young people have the energy,
intelligence and resources to build new India that
can fulfill hopes of all.

Any plan to expand your activities in other
cities of  country.

In future, definitely!  Currently we are looking
forward to help from philanthropists, concerned
citizens and CSR initiatives to help us purchase
a piece of land and build a state of the art facility
which can house all our therapy units, training
facilities and research center. Presently we are
functioning from a premise given to us for use
by a benevolent trust, and with increasing number
of  children who can benefit from our services
it is becoming more and more difficult to cope.
We strongly believe in goodness of  humanity and
friends and well wishers of Disha who have
immense faith in our work and in the fact that
with our work we are making a difference !

Interview
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Article

The Premium Story

It started as an idea in a workshop held at NAIR,Vadodara.
The then DG posed a query: “How serious are you in making
passenger segment profitable?” He knew the obvious answer!
What followed was two gruelling days of  bouncing ideas
in all fields of passenger marketing, including innovative
systems of  increasing earnings. Some of  them sounded absurd,
some hilarious, some thought-provoking, and some depressing.
For me, it was a challenge.

Returning to the mundane office routine,  a series of meetings
with key ‘doers’ began to give shape to the idea propounded
within the pristine surroundings of an academic institution.
The general consensus was: “it is doable, though not easy.”
The second was the danger of tampering with the logic
of  a successfully operating PRS system. Thirdly, was it
acceptable to the customers. Detailed deliberations led to
a synthesis of  views. We decided to take the plunge.

The work progressed on two fronts. In the office, where
a broad framework of  instructions was written and circulated;
in the CRIS centre, where the software application was studied

D.P.Pande

D.P.Pande, Member Traffic, Railway Board
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and a programming team was created. The target
was to make it happen and the difficult part was
to achieve the same within a short time frame to
reap the benefits during the ensuing ‘busy’ season.
We were now fighting ‘Time’ rather than the
‘Concept.’ Heated discussions told us that, although
possible, it was not going to be easy. The concept,
however, was still too nebulous.

The first ‘cut’ was made by the CRIS’s (CRIS-is?)
Management Team when they made a presentation
regarding the direction to be taken and the logic
to be followed for writing the software. A Proof-
of  -concept type of  thing. It would be based on
the principle of  ‘’deviation count’’ and increasing
fare depending upon the period of Advanced
Reservation Period [ARP]. Another series of
meetings followed. Approvals were given for the
direction to be followed. However, we were running
against the clock and running out of  time.

Some key decisions taken were: would this be for
only confirmed reservation or even waitlisted/RAC
passengers?; would the tickets be sold only for end-
to end passengers or even en route passengers?;
will there be refunds allowed or not?; in case all
the tickets are not sold out, will there be last minute
booking from ‘current’ counters at the station?; what
would be the rate of increase of fare?; etc. The
questions were endless - time was not. The
philosophy of  ‘Airline-type’ booking methodology
was being laid out. It still needed to be tested
in the “lab”/computer system in CRIS.

Some key decisions taken, the first ‘formal’
presentation came a few days later. The software
was in place. A trial was made of  a fully AC type
Rajdhani train between Mumbai and New Delhi,
i.e. 1st/2nd/3rd AC coaches only. This was arrived

at, in the office, by a detailed analysis of all O-
D flows from the PRS database including wait-
listed passengers. A set of  17 such pairs were noted
which had a substantial wait-list round the
year.[Incidentally we were running 17 special trains
on an average daily, not necessarily between the
same OD points].That is how we chose the route
of the first train. The first decision had been taken.

The second was about refund and last minute ticket
sale through booking windows, called current
booking counters. Data, however, showed that the
existing train services were already overbooked.
Hence, the fear of vacant berths appeared
unfounded. Yet price remained an issue, meaning,
would the train be fully patronized even when fares
keep rising or some berths will remain vacant. We
decided to test our database once again keeping
in mind the paying capacity of the travelers from
that area. Decision was taken that the tickets would
only be sold through the internet-based ticketing
system with no refund permitted, unless the train
was cancelled. No ticket was to be sold from any
booking counter. RAC was permitted based on
experience. Effectively two decisions were taken:
the train will have no refund mechanism; the train
will run only if  the ticket sale would justify-not
as a regular service, even though time-tabled. It
was to be a purely financial decision. The corollary,
therefore, was that the train was to have no
concession passengers - not even pass-holders.

A philosophy for the type of train was beginning
to unfold. It was to be a fully reserved train where
the customer was willing to pay a premium for
better service including a confirmed reservation.
Hence, the speed of  train was crucial. There was
to be no booking from the counter and only through
the internet-based ticketing system along with no

Article
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refund. This would ensure genuine passengers who
would not go through a middlemen/ agent/ tout.
To avoid being categorized as ‘elitist’, the train
would be an additional service on a route where
an existing service was available; in effect giving
a customer a choice. It would add not subtract.
It would also not be a ‘regular’ service but driven
only by demand making it a financially viable
proposition for Railways and useful for the customer.
The philosophy started to go beyond this as we
struggled to find the right fit. Time was, however,
of  the essence since that was the basic philosophy.
We were now struggling, arguing and yet deciding.

The difficult part came with the way the ‘’dynamic’’
pricing was to take place. Beginning with the base
fare which was decided as Tatkal fare since the
confirmed reservation concept was envisaged. The
fare was to be progressively increased with each
ticket sale triggering a deviation count. This brought
us to the problem of different pricing for each
member of a family within the same ticket. This
appeared ridiculous at the outset. Hence it was
decided to allow the price to hold for each ticket/
group. This introduced a concept of  ‘bucket’ in
the deviation count. Now the deviation would be
read by the computer, bucket by bucket and fare
revision would be calculated accordingly. The next
issue requiring decision was ‘what-if ’ the sale of
tickets tapered or the capacity would remain
unutilized. In effect, would the reverse pricing be
also dynamic, like the Airline system. Theoretically
it was possible. The decision taken was a “no.”
In the current rail sector demand, such an eventuality
was theoretical. That is the reason we decided to
call it ‘’premium’’ pricing and not ‘’dynamic’’. Next,
came the most difficult part. A presentation showed
that the price of  AC sleeper fare between the two
defined points, Mumbai and Delhi, could be as

high as Rs.37000-more than even airfare. This was
just not acceptable, it would make the scheme a
non-starter. So a concept of  ‘’cap’’ on fares was
decided for each class of travel. A sleeper fare
would only increase to one and a half times its
base fare and then remain constant. So also for
other classes, a peak was identified. Now pricing
was to be linked to rate of sale of tickets, read
in buckets, and capped to a maximum for each
class of travel. This was the “premium” pricing
so envisaged and finalized. It now had to be tested
for all scenarios and implemented in the field. The
‘core’ group got into the act and finalized it within
hours of  the deadline. We had fought against Time
and won. It was no mean achievement.

Now came the most difficult part- implementing
it in the field. The first ‘premium’ train was
announced and booking opened. We were monitoring
hourly sale and the deviation. We were also
monitoring low cost airline fares. The system did
have a few glitches but it held and worked. The
train was fully booked [as assumed] and the premium
price was achieved to the ‘cap’ level. Against a
normal  Rajdhani’s earning potential of  Rs. 19 lakhs
this train earned Rs. 30 lakhs. The public response
was overwhelming. The press went gaga over this
concept, the passengers were highly satisfied, and
the demand was to extend it to other routes as
well. We had established our bona fide. The philosophy
had prevailed.

Now that proof of concept[POC] was established,
the philosophy on which we started was still
wrangling my mind. Why can’t this concept be
extended to intermediate stations also. What would
be the methodology to ensure we had more long
distance passengers than short distance ones-after
all, the longer the distance, the higher the earning.

Article
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Article

Could the present application architecture permit
this. Other questions also followed: the need and
type of catering; the speed of travel, hence number
of stoppages enroute; ticket to be sold only from
intermediate station to intermediate station or any
combination; could a train be ‘premium’ from one
direction and a normal service on the return. The
possibilities were becoming bigger and all because
of the basic underlying philosophy of an additional
service providing confirmed reservation and allied
premium service. The CRIS website was now
indicating a premium train for desirous passengers.

So having established this philosophy, what next.
Another idea which is developing is implementing
the concept of a ‘clone’ train. This would mean
a premium train would automatically get announced
on the net/ on the system whenever waitlisted
passengers went up beyond a point- one way or
both ways. The only difference would be that
passengers would have to pay a ‘premium’ if they
wanted to avail of  it. We are now at that stage-
and I think in the right direction. Let’s see how
fast we can implement it. Wish us luck!
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Article
Article

Problems of higher level
promotion system of
Indian Railways

Rajeev Bhargava 1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background

The Indian Railways in a major infrastructure ministry
in the Indian Central government with large manpower
with different duties and responsibilities. For the lower,
middle and higher management positions, the department
adopt different strategies1 for promoting its human capital.
Railways adopt a promotion system to fill the vacancies
at the rank of Senior Level described as General Manager
and Board Member. The problems of  the promotion system
at this higher level will be examined and form the basis
of  the subsequent analysis. The features and criteria set
for the promotion system are complex in the sense that
any problem in system results in different workplace
behaviour and consequences. The results of  the study
will then broadly discuss whether any solutions exist for
the problems inherent within the existing promotion
system.

1.2 Problem statement for the study

The problem statement of this study is that the currentRajeev Bhargava, Retired General Manager,
Rail Wheel Factory, Banglore
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promotion system for the higher management may
not serve its function properly. A related argument
is that such a promotion system is not an effective
tool for human resource and leadership planning
as the system may result in several undesirable
developments hindering the efficiency of the
department.

1.3 Methodology

A brief theoretical review on the functions that
promotion serves will be conducted to provide
a framework for the subsequent analysis. Relevant
information and opinions are based on my own
case study being a part of Indian Railway system.
The information and opinions are used for
academicdiscussion, evaluation, and comparative
purposes.

2.0 Theoretical review
2.1 Functions of promotion

Promotion is one of the means used in human
resource planning for managing people. The
promotion process helps to identify and screen
the eligible and capable candidates to advance
to increasingly responsible positions. Therefore,
each step up the career ladder involves a selection
process and promotion is consequently closely
related to the recruitment and selection functions.
In progressive organizations, a high value is placed
on advancing the professional and technical
accomplishments of workers which also influences
their training and development activities. In any
organization, promotion serves two roles. First,
it helps assign people to the roles where they
can best contribute to the organization’s
performance and success. Second, promotions
serve as an incentive and as a reward. In
organizations in which promotion is only from
within, that is, no lateral entry, promotion acts
as a useful tool to motivate workers to work
harder and perform better because without the
competition from outsiders, the chance of winning

the prize would be higher.

2.2 Promotion methods

Effective and efficient methods for promotion
are thus crucial for leading the organization
successfully. There are several methods that are
considered effective and efficient in this sense,
including performance appraisal, qualifying
written examinations, panel interviews,
assessment centre and trial  appointment.
Performance appraisal provides information on
the ability and performance of  employees and
hence it is used as a tool for evaluating the
performance of  the employees. Such evaluation
will in turn be useful for promotion decisions
to be made by the supervisors. A panel interview
is a tool that allows information exchange which
enables mutual communication for both the
interviewees and the interviewers. Assessment
centre is a process of dividing the assessment
of  candidates into different components. Each
component is separately evaluated and weighted.
For trial appointments, candidates are assessed
on the performance of  the real work environment.

2.3 Concept of seniority

Seniority entails a system of employment
preference based on length of  service.  As an
employee’s length of  service increases, his
employment benefits and rights will improve.
Seniority may play a role in determining an
employee’s priorities for promotion, receipt of
fringe benefits and many other job-related matters.
The two basic types of seniority are competitive
seniority and benefit seniority. Competitive
seniority determines priorities for promotion,
transfer, prerogative in training opportunities and
“entitlement to other scarce benefits among
competing employees.” Benefit seniority involves
entitlement to certain types of fringe benefits
without regard to the status of  other employees.
Cadre based services has been the strongest

Article
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proponent of  seniority.” A seniority system
provides objectivity to employment relations. An
employer’s use of  discretion is limited by the
operation of a seniority system. The use of
seniority is prevalent throughout Government of
India for higher appointments. There is no reason
to believe that its presence will diminish
significantly in the years to come. However a
potential disadvantage of seniority systems is that
they tend not to reward performance. With a
seniority system in place, one need to have
seniority to get a promotion, even if there are
consistently outperforming juniors. Seniority
systems can thus create a disincentive to be
productive. Research has shown that another
drawback of seniority systems is they result in
slow career growth and are unattractive to the
most talented and motivated employees.
Ambitious employees typically want to advance
in their careers as quickly as possible, and seniority
systems make fast advancement difficult.

3.0 Framework of promotion in Central
    Government
3.1 Legal basis

Article 309 of the Constitution of India provides
that acts of the appropriate Legislature may
regulate the recruitment and conditions of  service
of  persons appointed to public services and posts
in connection with the affairs of the Union or
any State. It also provides that pending provision
in this behalf being made by or under an Act,
the President or such persons as he may direct
shall be competent to make, in the case of  services
and posts in connection with the affairs of the
Union, rules regulating the recruitment and other
service conditions of  persons appointed to such
services and posts.  For an impartial and uniform
procedure of  recruitment to services, it is
necessary that there should be prescribed
recruitment rules for every post/grade and all
recruitment made in accordance with these rules.

In deciding on the methods of  recruitment the
main consideration naturally is whether a direct
recruit or a person with experience of  work in
the next lower grade would be more suitable for
appointment to the post/grade. It is also natural
for, persons serving in the lower grades to look
forward to promotion to highest posts in which
their experience can be used with advantage to
the State. For these reasons, promotion is one
of the recognised important methods of
recruitment to various services and posts under
the Central Government.

3.2 Guiding principles for promotion in
    government

The procedure for promotion in government
departments has evolved over time. At the time
of independence, the system of Colonial India
was in vogue which has seen changes since first
Administrative Reforms Commission set up in
1966. The fundamental guiding principles are as
under-

(i) Every person eligible for promotion and in
the field of choice should be considered
for promotion.

(ii) It is desirable that2 —

(a) Standard for promotion should be
strictly adhered to. Where prescribed
standards are considered too rigorous
to meet practical requirements, they
may be reviewed in consultation with
the U.P.S.C./D.P.C.

(b) Minimum length of  service in the lower
grade prescribed as a condition for
promotion to the higher grade is not
material ly different from that
prescribed by other Departments for
promotion to similar grades involving
the same nature of duties and
responsibilities. Ideally for higher
grades there should be no minimum

Article
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Article

eligibility limit.3

(iii) Employing Departments’ should estimate the
number of vacancies which might arise in
the succeeding year4 for being filled by
promotion on the recommendation of a
Departmental Promotion Committees (DPC)
and also convene the meeting of the DPC
at least before 4 months before vacancy year5.

(iv) The DPC has to make its assessment based
on ACR’s only and grade the officer as fit
or unfit w.r.t. prescribed benchmark.6

 (v) The administrative authorities should ensure
that the information furnished to
Departmental Promotion Committees is
accurate and in proper order in all respects.7
Ministries may investigate all cases of delay
and submission of incorrect particulars to
the DPC and take suitable action against
the persons responsible for default.

(vi) There is no supersession in promotions8.

(vii) Officiating appointments to the higher grade,
of whatever duration should, as far as
possible, be made in the order in which
names appear in the select list. Under some
exceptions out of turn promotion can be
made however an out of turn promotion
in such circumstances should not give the
officer concerned any superior claim in the
matter of  seniority, or  confirmation, which
should be determined on the basis of  the
order of select list.

3.3 Functions of DPC

The Recruitment Rules for various civil posts
and services are set by Union Public Service
Commission (UPSC), which prescribe the method
of fil l ing up the posts under the Central
Government. A post is filled by promotion where
the Recruitment Rules so provide. In making
recruitment in higher grade by way of  promotion.,

rules provide that suitability of  the candidates
for promotion is considered in an objective and
impartial manner. For this purpose, DPCs are
formed in each Ministry/Department/Office
whenever an occasion arises for making
promotion. The DPCs so constituted judge the
suitability of officers for :-

(a) Promotions to selection as well as non-
selection posts;

(b) Confirmations in their respective grades/
posts;

(c) Assessment of the work and conduct of
probationers for the purpose of  determining
their suitability for retention in service or
their discharge from it or extending the
prescribed period of their probations and

(d) Consideration of cases of government
servants for crossing the efficiency bar.

3.4 Characteristics of  recruitment or
    appointment by promotion

Thus the promotions in government have certain
distinguishing features. The eligibility is limited
to belonging to cadre and there is a set date9

of  determining the eligibility. The eligible Officers
are considered as per their seniority. In case of
Railways inter-se seniority is also applicable.
There is a zone of consideration which depends
on the number of  vacancies. The promotion is
done based on Recruitment Rules (RR) which
specify a Bench mark which is assessed based
on ACRs for preceding 5 years and service records.
Those who meet the bench mark are declared
‘fit’ and put in a select list. There is no supersession
amongst those who are declared ‘fit’ in terms
of  prescribed bench mark. As a rule there is
no interview unless specifically provided by RR.
Promotion of Officers on select list is done strictly
in terms of  seniority (&inter-se seniority in
railways) amongst those found fit against
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prescribed bench mark.

4.0  Appointment process of General
     Manager in Railways
4.1  System followed for appointment to
    General Managers

The basis recruitment rules10 for promotion as
General Manager were formally set by Railway
Board in the year 1987 which have been amended
subsequently. The basic provisions of  recruitment
rules are-

i. The DPC consist of  Chairman Railway
Board, Secretary DoPT and One member
of Railway Board to be nominated by
Cabinet Secretary by rotation.

ii. The eligibility for consideration by DPC is
that on 1st April11 of select list year-

a. The officer should belong to one of
the eight services

b. The officer should not be more than
58 years of age

c. The officer should have put in 25 years
of  regular service in Railways and
minimum 5 year service in Senior
Administrative Grade

iii. The DPC considers the names of officers
in order of inter se seniority and seniority
within service

iv. The DPC considers the service record and
ACR’s of  last five years and prepare a panel
officers considered suitable for appointment
to the post of  General Manager. DPC also
recommends the specific types of assignment
for officer recommended for the panel in
terms of  prescribed benchmarks (The specific
assignment can broadly be classified as GM with
fitness for open line and a GM not fit for open
line. A Railway Zone is an Open line whereas

a Production Unit is not)

v. Recommendations of DPC are put up to
Appointments Committee of  Cabinet (ACC).

vi. If the recommendations are approved, a
select list of officers is made. As vacancies
arise, considering the type of assignment,
persons from select list are picked up in
order of  seniority and again put up to ACC
for approval.

4.2 Is it a selection or promotion?

4.2.1 The posts of General Managers and its
Equivalents on the Indian Railways are filled up
through appointments.” This phrase sometimes
lead to erroneous understanding because of two
reasons. Firstly, this erroneous view is because
opening paragraph of  Railway Board’s Resolution
dated 16.07.198612  talks of  making appointments.
However in the next paragraph, it is mentioned
that the Resolution is about selection of Officers
from various services for appointments to the
posts of  General Managers.  Secondly,  perusal
of paragraph 4.1 of this Resolution shows that
Officers working in Higher Administrative Grade
as well as those working in Senior Administrative
Grade are eligible for consideration for these posts.
As an SA grade Officer cannot be promoted as
General Manager / Equivalent which is two
grades above hence, this is a clear case of
appointment by selection and not of promotion”.
The succeeding paragraphs 4.2.2 and 4.3.1 sets
aside the apprehensions for this erroneous
understanding.

4.2.2 The Word “appointment” by itself  cannot
exist.   Appointment is an act of filling the vacancy
from those recruited.  For the purpose of
appointment, there has to be recruitment.   As
per UPSC13 any recruitment is made by one of
the following three methods namely (i) Direct
Recruitment (either by competitive examination or by
inter view or by test followed by inter view), (ii)

Article
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Promotion and (i i i )  Transfer.  The word
‘’appointment” in Resolution has to be read in
conjunction with method of  recruitment.
Appointment is normally made by 3 methods:-

i. Appointment by selection

ii. Appointment by promotion

iii. Appointment on deputation or transfer basis

Appointment of a general manager is not a case
of  deputation or transfer. It is also not a case
of  direct recruitment by selection. Had it been
a case of selection, advertisements for application
would have been required and selectivity would
have been by test followed by interview or by
interview only.  Selectivity in case of  appointment
by promotion is purely as per prescribed bench
mark based on ACRs.  The appointment to the
post of General Managers follows all the
characteristics of appointment by promotion and
not of  appointment by selection. To set right
the misunderstanding it is suggested that heading
of para 4 of resolution as “Method” be revised
as “Method of  recruitment and appointment by
promotion.”

4.3  Concept of Inter se seniority

4.3.1 Higher management of Indian Railways is
from eight group A services which are recruited
by UPSC through two competitive examinations-
Civil Services examination and Engineering
services examination. Each service has its own
cadre and member officer gets promoted in cadre
post. The posts of General Manager are outside
the cadre and officer belonging to one of the
eight cadre post can man these posts. To bring
officers of  different services on par, concept of
inter service seniority is used which is different
from other Govt. of  India appointments. The
inter se seniority is in principle14 determined in
the following way-

i. The officers belonging to any examination

batch will be junior to officers of same
service belonging to same earlier examination
batch.

ii. Within the same service, the inter se seniority
is in the order of the merit.

iii. The inter se seniority between members of
two group A services is determined by Date
of Increment in Time scale which in simple
terms is date of  joining.

4.3.2There are rules under which the above
seniority gets adjusted, for example, when any
officer is superseded during promotions within
the cadre. It will be therefore seen that
consideration of Officers in two different grades
is because the person who was appointed in the
year 1979 in a different service may within his
service be at a lower post say at the post of
Senior Administrative Grade whereas the person
who was appointed in the year 1980 may within
his service be appointed to the post of  Higher
Administrative Grade because of the availability
of  a promotional avenue.   Accordingly, both
Higher Administrative Grade and Senior
Administrative Grade Officers being both eligible
for consideration are mentioned in Resolution.
However, merely because Officers from two
different pay scales are eligible for consideration,
does not negate the fact of it being a case of
promotion as when appointment to the post of
general manager is to be made in terms of  the
resolution dated 16.7.1986, it is the inter-se
seniority as well as the seniority in the respective
services which is seen.

4.3.3 DPC determines the merit of  those being
assessed for promotion with reference to the
prescribed bench mark and accordingly grade the
Officers as “fit” or “unfit” only. It is thus apparent
that merit assessment is limited to the attainment
of the concerned bench mark and the consequent
grading of “fit” and “unfit”.   DPC thereafter
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arranges those who are graded fit in the Select
list in order of  their inter-se seniority.

4.3.4Concept of inter-se seniority for promotion
is followed with full regard within type of
assignment. The specific assignment can broadly
be classified as GM with fitness for Open line
and a GM not fit for Open line.  Resolution
uses the word “promotion” at several places and
the para 4.4 states that “Railway Board shall
normally suggest the promotion of  empanelled
Officers in order of their inter-se seniority within
those cleared for that particular type of assignment
with certain rare exceptions. Hence within
particular type of assignment, inter-se seniority
is to be maintained.  Therefore, there is no
supersession which takes place by the following
of  the said process.  This makes it clear that
appointment by promotion within those cleared
for assignments of GM (OL) shall be as per “inter-
se seniority.” Senior people within all the services
are to be given preference subject to the rider
contained in paragraph 8 of the said Resolution.
Paragraph 8 sub clause (ii) provides that no undue
predominance is to be given to any one Railway
service.  Undue predominance as defined is if
there are more than 37.5% posts of General
Manager and equivalent which are occupied by
any one service.  Therefore, in the event of  there
being more than 37.5% persons from one service,
the next officer from a different service, in terms
of seniority would be considered and so on.

4.4 Benchmarking for  selectivity for
promotion

Being a higher level selection, the basic
performance benchmark is as per DoPT
guidelines15 is minimum ‘very good’  rating in  5
ACR’s under consideration. These guidelines also
state that DPC to make its own assessment based
on the ACR’s. The DPC’s constituted for GM
level promotions in Railways have generally set
a bench marks of 23 points where each

Outstanding, Very Good and Good entry earns
5, 4 and 3 points respectively. There is an
additional benchmark of fitness for Open line.
For a GM to be considered fit for Open line,
in the 5 ACR’s under consideration, there should
be two where he is considered fit for open line.
Out of  these two fitness’s, one should be in
the last two ACR’s. ACR format takes care of
both the bench marks prescribed for carrying out
selectivity for General Manager (Open line).  ACR
format provides for grading as Outstanding/Very
Good/ Good, as well as provides for “fitness
for promotion” for different appointment to
General Managers. Different appointments for
GM’s are Open line (OL), Production Unit (PU),
Construction (CON), Railway Electrification
(RE), Railway Staff College (RSC) and Research
Design and Standard Organisation (RDSO).It
would be better to club various types of non-
open line GM’s as one by renaming as GM(Non-
Open line)

6.0 Problems of the promotion system
   specific to railways resolutions and
    possible solutions
6.1 Difficulties  due to one select list for
    two different recruitments

6.1.1 The DPC recommends the select list with
specific responsibilities i.e.  General Manager fit
for open line or not fit for open line. The prescribed
bench marks for the category of General Manager
(Open Line) and General Manager (Non-Open
Line)are different. Hence recruitment as General
Manager (OL) and General Manager (Non-OL)
is in two different categories through a common
DPC.  Issue of common select list is a step to
disguise two different recruitments. If  an officer,
ranking higher in select list and clear for General
Manager (Open Line) is posted as General
Manager (Non-Open Line) and person below him
in select list is promoted as General Manager
(Open Line), this amounts to supersession of

Article
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senior in promotion in his category of  recruitment
as General Manager (Open Line).

6.1.2 There are some unwritten rules and practices
which are generally understood and followed while
posting officers from select list. An Officer cleared
for GM (OL) in the panel is conventionally treated
as cleared for all posts of General Managers and
can be considered for posting in any post of
GM equivalent. Officers in select list are
considered for posting against vacancies falling
in their turn for which they are cleared (subject
to no undue predominance rule as discussed in paragraph
4.3.4 earlier). Once posted, generally there is no
lateral transfer of General Managers except where
the Officer concerned has a chance of becoming
Board Member in due course.  The highest level
an officer of Indian Railways can aim for is to
become a Member of Railway Board. A member
Railway Board is an ex-officio Secretary in
Government of India.

6.1.3 A situation which very commonly arises
that Officers cleared for General Manager (Open
Line) do not get the same because of vacancy
of General Manager (Open Line) not being
available when their turn of appointment as
General Manager comes. They are thus posted
in available non open line position. Some such
Officers have chance of becoming Board Member
in due course for which experience of General
Manager (Open Line) is necessary.  In such a
scenario when open line becomes available, a
person below him in select list is posted in open
line blocking the promotional prospects of  senior.
At times this happens by chance and at times
by design. This results in l i t igation and
representations. The consequence of  such
promotion amounts to ACC nullifying its own
authority as this leads to supersession in
promotion.  It amounts to ACC not implementing
its own order of  recruiting him as General
Manager (Open Line). It also amounts to

disrespecting Parliament because a commitment
by all Ministries has been given to Lok Sabha
in the year 200516 that there shall not be any
supersession in promotion.

6.1.4 There are hardly one or two General Manager
(Non-Open Line) cleared for General Manager
(Open Line) having potential to become a Board
Member. In order to ensure not nullify their
recruitment  by ACC as GM(OL), the rules have
to take care of these isolated cases of Officers
cleared for General Manager (Open Line) but
got posted as General Manager (Non-Open Line)
because of vacancies not falling in their turn
of  initial posting. One possible solution is that
resolution17 be elaborated to take care of above
situation. The lateral transfer of GM can be
explicitly permitted where officers is clear for
both GM (Open Line) and GM (Non-Open Line)
but got posted as General Manager (Non-Open
Line), at the initial appointment on account of
non-availability of an Open Line vacancy when
his turn came for promotion, provided the Officer
concerned have a chance of becoming Board
Member.

6.1.5 By and large, an officer cleared for General
Manager (Open Line) shall not have any grievance
of not getting posted as General Manager (Open
Line) in case vacancy of General Manager of
Open Line is not available in his turn of posting
provided the Officer has no chance of becoming
Board Member in due course.

6.2 Problem due to performance
    appraisal of  very short period
    (i.e. 5 years)

6.2.1 The DPC at the time of preparing its
recommendations considers the ACR’s of  last five
years. However, during different spans of  service,
Officers display different attributes.  The sum
total of all such attributes is necessary to work
effectively as General Manager. Assessment of

Article
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5 years is too short a period.  Even though DPC
considers the ACR’s of  last five years, Board’s
resolution states18 that the selection Committee
will assess the suitability in all respects of officers
based on the record of  their service and experience
and special requirements of the post(s) for which
selection is to be made.  It also states that while
judging the suitability of the Officers, the
Selection Committee will give due consideration
to their performance as Divisional Railway
Managers and as Principal Heads of Departments
in the Railways.  There is lot of  wisdom in this
railway Board’s resolution where the entire service
record off the officer is to be considered.
However, there is a need to provide suitable
methodology in the resolution to consider the
entire service record of  an officer. This aspect
is discussed in the succeeding paragraphs 6.2.2,
6.2.3 & 6.2.4.

6.2.2 However, the Railway Board’s resolution
is not followed by DPC in letter and spirit. Some
of the Officers have grievance of getting deprived
during selections having worked hard consistently
over the entire life span. If an officer gets less
than 23 points based on last 5 ACR’s, he gets
overlooked even though entire service record is
excellent.  DPC also does not assess the
performance of  officer as DRM and PHOD which
is mandatory in terms of  para 6 of  Resolution.
There have been court orders where departments/
DPC has been asked to consider the entire service
record of  officers.  The High Court of  Delhi
in a case19 has interpreted that clause 6 of the
Railway Board’s resolution clearly states that the
selection committee will access the suitability
in all respect of officers on merits, based on
the record of  their service full record of  service
is to be considered and not part. The court has
also observed that by restricting the performance
appraisal to the previous five years while
determining suitability and ignoring the others,
the mandate of clause 6 has been breached.

6.2.3 The DOPT’s benchmark guidelines20 are
‘very good’ rating in 5 ACR’s, however Railways
insist for a higher benchmark.  In another case
where the Railway wanted a still higher bench
mark (i.e. higher than five “Very Good”), it had
prescribed so by way of specific Resolution (for
the promotion as Additional Members in the Railway
Board the bench mark of two ‘Outstanding’ and three
‘Very Good’ ACR’s has been prescribed by way of
Resolution21).  For appointment to the post of
General Manager, no such higher bench mark
has been prescribed in the Resolution. Therefore
DoPT’s prescribed bench mark22 of  five ‘Very
Good’ is supposed to prevail.  Further, if there
is a need for higher benchmark, it should be
decided and notified before the start of the
selection process.  Various court cases23 have
established that prescribing of higher bench mark
than the one prescribed by the DoPT and that
too after the selection process starts is illegal
and violates settled principles of  law. Not
specifying the prescribed benchmark in resolution
is procedurally incorrect.

6.2.4 It is suggested that the Resolution be
suitably amended preferably by incorporating that
the record of previous 10–20 years should be
assessed in case the eligible Officer is not able
to meet the necessary bench mark of 23 points
in preceding 5 years.  Ideally, it will be desirable
to give weightage to his point counts attained
in different spans of  service.   This suggestion
for performance appraisal will provide solution
not only to many grievances but also result in
good governance. Further, the subjective element
influenced by recent events in recent ACR’s will
also get diluted. Further there are situations when
an eligible Officer would not have worked as
DRM during the preceding 5 years (this is possible
for officers who have joined at comparatively younger
age profile and became DRM early).  A suitable
methodology is thus to be decided as to how
the performance of  officer as DRM and PHOD

Article
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is to be assessed by DPC.

7.0  Problems of the promotion system
    generic in nature and possible
     solutions
7.1 Heavy reliance on performance appraisal

7.1.1 On the basis of the features of the
promotion system of the General Manager as
stated above, it is obvious that performance
appraisal receive heavy weighting and affects the
prospect of  all aspirant eligible officers. If
promotion entirely relies on performance appraisal,
it is of utmost importance to have accurate
descriptions and evaluations of employees’
working performance, behaviours and abilities.
However, appraisals of  performance are inevitably
inf luenced by personal considerations. An
appraisal report is performance-based and the
evaluation of  performance represents a kind of
personal judgment or consideration. There are
thus criticisms that performance appraisals
inevitably have shortcomings of  subjectivity, bias,
and favouritism that would result in an unfair
and false evaluation of  an officer’s ability.  The
criteria of ability are not clearly defined which
means that it is a matter of interpretation made
by the supervising officers. Performance is to
be evaluated by persons and promotions at times
be based on hunches or personal relationships.
The subjectivity of the promotion system would
inevitably result in undesirable consequences in
the work place.

7.1.2 The question of  how employee performance
should be systematically evaluated in a fair and
reliable fashion, without generating unnecessary
confl ict ,  is a complicated one. Although
supervisors have the right to provide continuous
feedback and guidance to employees, Annual
Confidential Reports (ACRs) are the principal
means of  periodic formal appraisal. However,
the non-transparent, subjective and unilateral

character of  ACRs has reduced its utility for public
agencies and alienated employees. Serious efforts
to reform the system of  performance assessment
are urgently needed. In the near term, efforts
can be made to revise and update the ACR format
and incorporate more department-specific
feedback. Improvements can also be made
without much difficulty to improve the
consultative nature of  the ACR process and the
feedback managers provide to staff.  A
Performance Appraisal Model, as suggested in
Administrative Reforms Committee will be of
great use in reforming Annual Confidential
reports.24 In some organisations, a 360oappraisalis
used where apart from superiors, peers and
subordinates also review the performance. The
same can also be thought of.

7.2 Lengthypromotionqueue

Performance appraisal is carried out annually.
There are no internal regulations or guidelines
stipulated on how many outstanding appraisal
reports are to be given for a set of people, or
how they are to be moderated. For example one
person may give outstanding to all the officers
working with him whereas other may give it only
to 10%. However, as per norm, one requires to
obtain three to four consecutive outstanding
appraisal reports in order to be considered for
promotion.  Yet the actual time for confirmation
for a place in the promotion rank depends on
the number of vacancy available. During the
period, the officers have to consistently obtain
exceptionally effective performance which far
exceeds the standard required in quality and
quantity as well as demonstration of most
competencies far above the standard. If the
officers fail to perform exceptionally effectively
at any time within zone of consideration, they
may simply lose the opportunity to get promoted.
The whole promotion procedure creates a very
long promotion queue. This period of eight to
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ten years, from attaining eligibility, is high if
compared to corporate norms where younger
leaders are preferred. In Government system, at
higher levels the vacancies taper and result in
long queue. In armed forces, the length of  service
is rank based i.e. officers not making to next
level retire early and eligible pool is reduced.
As the requirement of officers is higher at lower
and middle management level, armed forces use
short term appointments to meet lower level
requirements.

In the final assessment, promotion with its higher
emoluments and enhanced status remains a key
element of motivation. There are differing
approaches to the use of seniority and merit as
criteria for promotion in countries following a
similar hierarchical structure of  civil service
management. Singapore consistently promotes
people entirely according to merit and it is common
to see younger officers supersede more senior,
but less competent, officers. Malaysia follows a
system of promotion and annual salary progression
based upon a new performance appraisal and
remuneration system.

7.3Indirect effects on employee behaviour

Based on the belief that the promotion decision
is subjective together with the lengthy promotion
procedures and based on seniority instead of merit,
the opportunity for promotion may well be
regarded as an eligible by most of  the officers.
For example, every year, on an average 200 to
300 officers are recruited whereas higher
management posts (General Manager’s and above)
are in 30’s. This would to a certain extent exert
indirect effects on90% of  the officers. They may
only be willing to have bottom-line performance,
rather than being positively motivated to work
hard, particularly after some level. As promotion
prospects are seen as rare, the negative workplace
behaviours, such as lack of motivation and
organizational commitment, disloyalty to the

department, tardiness and shirking, may govern
behaviour of  most of  the officers. There could
be a system available to these officers to grow.
For example the Fifth Central Pay Commission
suggested that employment on contract basis

should be encouraged and Government employees
should have the right to retain their lien for two
years in case they wish to migrate to the private
sector.25

7.4 Challenges to reform the existing system

Lastly, it is important to recognize that the reform
mandate will throw up greater challenges. There
could be resistance from well entrenched pressure
groups. The following would be required to
counter the challenges.

• Political support and will

• Management capacity to conceive and
implement reforms

• Nurturing support from service and officers
association themselves

• ‘Safety nets’ must be in place for people
adversely affected

• Reforms must reflect the political and
institutional environment of  a country.

• Developing communication between all the
stakeholders.

8.0 Conclusion
Promotion, particularly to higher level serves
important functions in managing human capital
for an organization. As the, promotion decisions
largely rest on the recommendation from
immediate superiors and the rating of  performance
appraisals. It is of  utmost importance for the
promotion system is equipped with a genuine
assessment of  the ability of  an officer. However,
since the decision making is based on personal
judgment and consideration, a promotion decision
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may not be made on merit. The problem of the
higher level promotion system of the Railways
is ambiguous recruitment rules,  selective
application of  rules, promotion period pipeline
being too long and primarily ACR based system
where ACR, at times is written based on personal
judgements. There are systemic inconsistencies
in empanelment and promotion particularly to
open line posts.

As such, promotion system has limitations in its
function to assign capable officers to higher rank
on the basis of their contributions to the
organization. As promotion is on one of the
methods in human resource planning for managing
people, there is a need for good promotion policy
which would effectively select the more capable
officers to be elevated to higher ranking jobs
for greater contributions to the organisation.  Some
of the measures to remove the inconsistencies
in Railway Board policy resolutions have been
suggested in earlier paragraphs 6.1.4 and 6.2.4.
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Duties and Powers of
Arbitrator

R.S.Poonia The arbitration, a faster and cheaper mode of dispute
resolution serves social cause. To serve it in an efficient
and satisfactory manner, the arbitrators have onerous task
before them. While on one hand they are expected to
be thorough in their field and possess reasonably good
legal knowledge, on the other hand they are not empowered
to reprimand a litigant who does not cooperate during
proceedings. He should be fair in his approach to the
dispute, give equal opportunities to the rival parties,
conduct proceedings expeditiously and pass a reasoned
award   within the frame work of  rules. He is not entirely
like a judicial judge, yet he is held in awe. He does not
enjoy as much immunity as a judge do yet he enjoys
some support being quasi-judicial in nature. Multifarious
duties are cast upon him which he should not violet,
at the same time powers are bestowed upon him to enable
him to discharge his functions efficiently.

Apart from arbitrator, there is a team of claimant,
respondent and their attorneys. Their conduct should also
be conducive to business which will be transacted. They
should maintain amicable, harmonious and friendlyShri R&K&SHARMA, IRSEE, Professor/Information

Technology at Railway Staff College, Vadodara
R. S. Poonia, Chief Engineer/HQ,
South East Central Railway.
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ambiance so that proceedings are held properly
and every one gets adequate time to present his
point across. In paragraphs that follow, the duties
of these personnel have been discussed.

Duties of Arbitrators

i) To act with honesty, integrity, diligence &
dignity.

The arbitrator shall recognise:

a) Responsibility to the public, parties and
others who are participating in the
proceedings;

b) Do not solicit appointment if he believes
that he is adequately competent and qualified
to conduct proceedings;

c) Refrain from entering into any kind of
relationship with parties or counsel;

d) Do  not accept any gift or substantial
hospitality directly, or indirectly from any
party to the arbitration;

e) Disclose any direct or indirect financial or
personal interest in the outcome of the
arbitration.;

f) Disclose any existing relationship.

Other Duties of Arbitrator are :

1. Duty to follow rules of  natural justice :

An arbitrator must observe the rules of
natural justice. He must act in a judicial
manner. His enquiry should not be slip-shod
but full and complete. He must give due
notices and maintain proper record of the
proceedings. He ought not hear one side
in the absence of the other side. Any
departure from the rules of  natural justice
is sure to vitiate the award.

2. Duty to act fairly to both parties :

The arbitrator must act fairly to both parties.
He must not favour   parties, or do anything
for one party which he does not do for
another.

3. Duty not to delegate :

An arbitrator must not delegate his duties
to a third person, or to a co-arbitrator. Since
one who has an authority to do an act for
another, must do it himself and should not
delegate to another. This rule is, however,
subject to the exception that an arbitrator
may delegate to another the performance
of  an act of  ministerial character only.

4. Duty to decide according to law :

It is the duty of an arbitrator, in the absence
of  a provision to the contrary, to decide
the questions according to legal rights of
the parties and not according to what he
may consider to be fair and reasonable under
the circumstances. If  an arbitrator decides
honestly, though wrongly, he is not guilty
of misconduct. But deliberate disregard of
law in matters of arbitration is misconduct.

5. Duty not to exceed his authority:

An arbitrator should not travel beyond the
scope of  his authority. He derives his
authority from the arbitration agreement and
reference. He cannot take upon himself an
authority which is not conferred by the
submission. If the arbitrators go beyond the
scope of reference and decide a dispute not
referred to them, the award is bad in law
and liable to be set aside.

6. Duty to decide all matters referred :

It is the duty of the arbitrator to decide
all the matters referred to him. Where he
omits to decide some of the important
questions referred the award is bad. A partial

Article
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award is invalid and should be remitted for
reconsideration. All referred matters should
be decided. Section 28(3) of the act provides
that arbitral tribunal should decide all the
matter before it in accordance with terms
of contract. An arbitrator can not do what
he thinks just and right. An arbitrator cannot
act arbitrarily, irrationally, capriciously or
independent of the contract. His sole
function is to arbitrate in terms of  the
contract. Accordingly award should also
conform to terms and conditions of  contract.
Where all disputes are not decided, the award
may be invalid.

7. Duty to act together :

When there are several arbitrators, all must
act together. The presence of  all the
arbitrators at all the meetings is essential
to the validity of the award.  If there had
been absence of some of the arbitrators to
the meeting, an award given by majority is
not valid. However, if a party does not raise
any objection to the absence of the arbitrator
at some of the meeting, it is not open to
such a party to contend subsequently that
such absence rendered the award ineffective.

8. Duty not to accept hospitality :

An arbitrator should not accept hospitality
from   the parties, if the invitation is given
with the intention of inducing him to act
unfairly. But merely dining or lunching with
one of the parties and his witness in the
absence of other will not invalidate an award.

 10. Where arbitral proceedings come to an end,
the tribunal should record in the minutes
that both the parties have completed their
arguments and that they have nothing more
to state. Besides, “the proceedings are closed
and kept reserved for making and publishing award
should” also be recorded.

11. Some arbitrators, after the conclusion of
oral arguments, do not call upon the parties
to submit written arguments. It is rather in
the interest of parties to state their case
in writing  and request the tribunal  to allow
them reasonable time within which it is
proposed to submit written arguments.

12. Framing of issues: AS per section 19(1)
of the act, an arbitral tribunal is not bound
by the Code of Civil Procedure and therefore
it is not necessary for arbitrator to frame
issues. It is not expected of  arbitral tribunal
which not well versed in law to frame issues.
For tribunal, the claims itself  are treated
as issues and the same are determined.

13. One party absent from meetings: Where
a party deliberately abstain from appearing
before an arbitral tribunal, it is not expected
that the tribunal should wait indefinitely
before proceeding with case. On the very
first failure of a party to appear on the date
and time fixed for hearing, the tribunal could
give the defaulting party an opportunity of
being present. While granting the opportunity
the tribunal should make clear its intentions
to proceed with the case on the next date
of hearing even in the absence of the said
party.

Duties of presiding arbitrator

There can be no doubt that the role of the Chair
is pivotal in ensuring a smooth-running and fair
arbitration. The Chair of an arbitration is, in
a sense, the glue that holds the whole process
together. He must oversee all administrative
matters as well as all procedural and substantive
matters; be the key liaison among the parties
and the other arbitrators, between the tribunal
and any administering institution, if  any, and
sometimes must even mediate between the other
arbitrators where not everyone sees eye to eye.
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One might like to consider the Chair as the
conductor of the arbitral orchestra.

The role of the Chair can conveniently be
considered at the following stages of an
arbitration;

- Getting the arbitration on track

- Sorting out administrative and financial details

- Fashioning the first Procedural Order or
Terms of  Reference

- Supervising submissions

- Planning the hearings

- Conducting the hearings

- Planning the stages subsequent to the
hearings

- Drafting the award

- Completing the mandate

It is one of the duties of the presiding arbitrator
to do administrative job on behalf of the tribunal
and with the full knowledge of the all the
Arbitrators.

Conduct of  Parties

 Should maintain dignity of proceedings and
act with honesty & diligence

 Should expedite conduct of proceedings

 Should follow the rulings given by arbitrator
during proceedings

 Parties should avoid any dilatory tactics

Code of Ethics for lawyers

 Should have due regard for the fair  conduct
of proceedings;

 Should maintain due respect & courtesy
towards tribunal and defend the interests
of the client honourably;

 Should never give false or misleading
information to the tribunal;

 Should fully co-operate with the parties and
the Arbitrators; and

 Should be bound by the code of conduct
prescribed by BCI.

Conduct of proceedings

 Adhere to the concept of fairness, patience,
courteousness and equality;

 Devise method of record of proceedings

 Afford full opportunity to other arbitrators;

 Act within the scope of Arbitration
Agreement;

 Follow the procedure set out in the Agreement;

 Do not discuss the case with any party in
the absence of other party;

 Equal treatment of  parties.- The parties shall
be treated with equality and each party shall
be given a full opportunity to present his case.

Powers of Arbitrator

 (1) To appoint one or more experts to report
to it on specific issues to be determined
by the arbitral tribunal;

(2) To terminate proceedings when its
continuation becomes impossible;

(3) To take court assistance in taking evidence;

(4) To make interim award;

(5) To pass rulings on the issues brought before
it;

(6) To rule on its own jurisdiction;

(7) To rule on objections raised during
proceedings.

(8) To grant interim relief.
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In addition to the statutory powers given
above, there are some implied and incidental
powers, such as:

a) To obtain legal assistance.

b) To delegate authority l imited to the
performance of  acts of  ministerial character

c) To award interest

d) To award costs

e) To allow amendment of  the claims.

f)  To direct par ties to produce relevant
documents/ evidence sought by other party

g) To fix place and time of  meeting in case
of disagreement between parties

The arbitrators have no power:

1) To allow withdrawal of  the reference

2) To receive or realize monies

3) To Alter the terms of  arbitration agreement

4)  To award damages otherwise than in
accordance with law.

Request for documents

The arbitrator shall direct the party who has the
possession of the documents required by other
party. For its decision the arbitrator shall be guided
by Rules of  Evidence. On this basis, the Tribunal
considers that the following standards should guide
its reasoning:

(i) The request for production must identify
each document or specific category of
documents sought with precision;

(ii) The request must establish the relevance
of each document or of each specific
category of documents sought in such a way
that the other party and the Arbitral Tribunal
are able to refer to factual allegations in

the submissions filed by the parties to date.
In other words, the requesting party must
make it clear with reasonable facts /
allegations which the intended document
would establish.

(iii) The Arbitral Tribunal will only order the
production of documents or category of
documents if they exist and are within the
possession, power, custody or control of the
other party. If  this is contested, the requesting
party will have to satisfy the Arbitral Tribunal
that the document is indeed within the
possession, power, custody or control of the
other party.

Arbitrators Power to Sanction Unethical
Conduct of  parties

The ideal arbitration is efficient, cost-effective
and imbued with fairness. To achieve these goals,
the arbitrator should be provided with certain
powers to control the proceedings. The intention
to have power is not for wielding or disciplining
but to exercise them in rare cases. Arbitrators
generally are not limited to awarding relief allowed
by law; they may base their decision upon broad
principles of justice and equity”. Since arbitrators
manage the process, it falls upon them to see
that the arbitration process is fair and completed
efficiently. It follows from this essential fact that
arbitrators should have the authority to address
abuses and disruption of  the arbitration process.
The great discretion arbitrators have over the
proceedings is the ability to halt proceedings.
If things come to such a pass that making any
headway is impossible, the arbitrator might
terminate the proceedings under section 25(9)
of the Act or adjourn for some days or draw
adverse inference.

When party does not appear before the arbitrator
for hearings, the tribunal should not proceed ex
parte in haste. This may prove fatal to the award
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as courts start doubting the purpose of tearing
haste. The recourse to ex parte proceedings should
be taken in extreme cases.

Arbitrators   Power to Sanction Attorney  for
Their Misconduct

Arbitrator is not a legal luminary. He may not
possess even basic knowledge of  law. Whereas
the attorney would produce plethora of cited
case imbued with legal jargons. He is always on
the lookout for opportunities so that breaks can
be applied to proceedings. His behaviour is
irritating and repulsive and makes other feel
helpless. At such moments arbitrators think of
censuring him. The position however is different.
He cannot be debarred or expelled. The position
is somewhat like this:

In any arbitral proceedings, the main figure is
attorney who would not allow the proceeding
to remain on track especially when he is going
to be looser. Being from legal back ground, they
dislike the manner in which proceedings are
conducted by arbitral tribunal. They want
arbitrator to behave as a judicial judge. Evidence
should be taken the way it is taken in court
of  law.

Counsels’ participation in arbitration on behalf
of parties who are within the jurisdiction of the
arbitral tribunal constitutes consent of counsel.
Courts have held that an arbitrator could impose
sanctions on a party, but not on a party’s attorney.
The arbitrator’s ability to impose sanctions on
counsel may depend on the terms of  the
arbitration agreement. Fortunately, there are other
ways arbitrators can deter unethical conduct by
attorney . For example, in lieu of  sanctions at
the end of the process, arbitrators could bring
up the issue of attorney ethics at an early
preliminary conference and then ask attorney
whether they will agree to be subject to sanctions
if they behave unethically during the arbitration.

Alternatively, arbitrators could announce, at the
preliminary conference, or later in the event of
misconduct by attorney, that they will hold the
parties responsible for the misconduct of their
attorney. Arbitrators also could make clear that
unethical behaviour wil l  be viewed with
scepticism. Thus direct sanctions cannot be
imposed upon attorney for misconduct.

Power to Terminate proceedings.

(1) The arbitral proceedings shall be terminated
by the final arbitral award or by an order
of the arbitral tribunal under sub- section
(2) of Section 32.

(2) The arbitral tribunal shall issue an order for
the termination of  the arbitral proceedings
where-

(a) the claimant withdraws his claim,
unless the respondent objects to the
order and the arbitral  tr ibunal
recognizes a legitimate interest on his
part in, obtaining a final settlement
of the dispute,

(b) the parties agree on the termination
of the proceedings, or

(c) the arbitral tribunal finds that the
continuation of the proceedings has
for any other reason become
unnecessary or impossible.

 Subject to section 33 and sub- section (4) of
section 34, the mandate of the arbitral tribunal
shall terminate with the termination of  the arbitral
proceedings.”

 The aforesaid provision specifies the
circumstances under which arbitral proceedings
shall be terminated. It provides that arbitral
proceedings shall stand terminated on Arbitral
Tribunal making an award. Besides that, arbitral
proceedings can also be terminated in case (a)
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claimant withdraws his claim (b) parties agree
on the termination of  the proceedings. For
example, if parties arrive at a settlement and
agree for termination of  proceedings, in such
an eventuality also, arbitral proceedings shall
stand terminated (c) if  Arbitral Tribunal finds
that continuation of the proceedings have become
unnecessary or impossible for any other reason.
In other words, if the arbitral tribunal finds, for
any reason which includes non-cooperation of
the parties, making the continuation of the
proceedings impossible, then it can make an order
for termination of  the arbitral proceedings. In
case of  termination of  the proceedings, the
mandate of  Arbitral Tribunal shall also stand
terminated as envisaged under Sub-Section 3 of
Section 32 of the Act except in cases where
Section 33 and Section 34(4) of the Act are
attracted.

Arbitral Tribunal has power to terminate the
arbitral proceedings under Section 25(a) upon
default of the claimant to communicate his
statement of claim; under Section 30(2) upon
settlement of dispute by the parties and under
Section 38(2) upon failure of the parties to pay
the amount of deposit fixed by the Arbitral
Tribunal. The termination of  arbitral proceedings
is different from termination of  the mandate of

arbitrator. The mandate of  arbitrator, depending
upon the facts and circumstances of a case, may
come to an end but not the arbitral proceedings.
For example, if  the parties to the arbitration
agreement had fixed a period of six months for
completion of arbitral proceedings and making
of  an award by the Arbitral Tribunal and the
Arbitral Tribunal fails to do so on or before expiry
of  six months, the mandate of  Arbitral Tribunal
shall come to an end but not the arbitration
proceedings and in such an eventuality, if  a
substitute arbitrator is appointed than he shall
have to continue with the arbitration proceedings
from the stage the same had been left by the
earlier arbitrator. However, in case arbitration
proceedings are terminated within the meaning
of  Section 32 of  the Act resulting in termination
of mandate of arbitrator, the same cannot
continue merely by appointing another arbitrator.
In such a scenario, first of all, the arbitration proceedings
have to be revived after setting aside the order of Arbitral
Tribunal terminating the arbitral proceedings.

Thus substantial powers have been conferred upon
arbitral tribunal so that it is capable to run and
manage its day to day affairs on its own.
Autonomy of the tribunal has been given
consideration to improve its efficiency and repose
faith in public about this institution.

Article
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Applying Operations
Research to Railway
Operations

Rajnish Kumar Operations Research or Operational Research (OR) is
the use of advanced analytical techniques to improve
decision making. OR’s history can be traced back to World
War II. The Allied forces deployed a group of  scientists
and mathematicians to solve their complex wartime
problems. After the war the attention was turned to
possibility of applying same principles to business problems
and civilian use.

Some OR methods and techniques are,

 Computer simulation for testing ideas for improvement
before going for field trials.

 Optimization is choosing the best, optimal solution
when many feasible options are available.

 Probability and statistics helps in measuring risk,
and make reliable forecasts.

 Problem structuring for complex decisions

 Linear programming, Dynamic programming, network
analysis

 Queuing models

 Inventory modelsRajnish Kumar, Professor (IT),
National Academy of Indian Railways, Vadodara
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Ravindran et al (2001) have explained why the
OR professional has to be aware of several
limitations like,

 Building a complicated model when a simple
one will suffice.

 Moulding the problem to fit the technique

 Validation of  model before implementation

 Taking the model too literally

 A model cannot be better than the
information that goes into it.

The authors have given ten principles by which
the OR user and developer can exercise caution.

Researchers and practitioners alike have applied
many techniques in Transportation sector, for both
tactical as well as operational issues. There is still
tremendous scope for application of OR techniques
to optimize the Railway Operations. The broad
areas identified by OR professionals are;

1. Line capacity estimation

2. Strategic problems

3. Capacity planning (infrastructure)

4. Tactical problems

a. Timetabling

b. Fleet planning

c. Crew scheduling

5. Operational problems

a. Train control

b. Dynamic scheduling

c. Dynamic pricing (revenue
management)

Rangaraj et al (2005) have identified areas in
Indian Railways having potential for optimization;

1. Definition of capacity on railway section

2. Capturing congestion effects and broad
scheduling strategies

3. Medium term capacity investments in
signalling

4. Trade off  between throughput (number of
trains) handled and transit time (average)

5. Strategic decisions (railways)

6. Robust capacity: capacity in the presence
of failure

7. Signaling failures modeled and impact on
train running quantified

8. Quantify the trade-off between achievable
headway and service measures (such as
punctuality and average delays suffered by
trains) under a given pattern of failure

9. Railways (capacity analysis)

a. Terminal capacity

b. Capabil ity of handling trains at
terminals

10. Routing possibilities: Look-ahead period and
a routing algorithm applied on an appropriate
time-space network

11. Timetabling

12. Master chart preparation tool for railway
planning

13. Rake linking

14. Long distance trains

a. Coaching stock utilization (integrated
with maintenance schedules at
terminals)

b. Timetables as an input

15. Suburban trains

a. Integrated with timetables

b. Maintenance schedules as an input

Article
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16. Long distance rake linking

17. Terminal maintenance line charts (pit lines
and washing l ines - also considering
constraints on line length and time for
maintenance)

18. Rake link table (constraints on length of
run between two maintenance points and
rake compatibility)

19. Typical patterns of  rake linking (self  linking,
interchange of day trains)

20. Marketing and Pricing models

a. Network based models for pricing
(based on second shortest distance)

b. Marketing and service planning

21. Containers/Trucking: Fleet utilization and
locational imbalance based pricing model

22. Supply chain view of transport operations:
Freight supply chains on Indian Railways

The airline industry has been integrating the
different modules of the scheduling process to
extract more efficiency out of the system. There
has been a lot of research in the area of recovery
models and algorithms for real-time railway
disturbance and disruption management. Currently
these decisions are taken manually without the
support of  Intelligent Support Systems. The
problem of  rescheduling is basically,

 Timetable rescheduling

 Rolling stock rescheduling

 Crew rescheduling

The techniques used are Alternative Graph Model,
Branch and Bound Algorithm, Mixed Integer
Programming, Job Shop Scheduling Method,
Heuristic Greedy Approach, Fix and Regenerate
Algorithm, Genetic Algorithm, Artificial Neural
Network.

However the issues which are most important
for Indian Railways are

1. LOCOMOTIVE ASSIGNMENT
PROBLEM

2. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF TIME
TABLES

3. DYNAMIC PRICING OF SERVICES

LOCOMOTIVE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM

This issue is a very complex one and researchers
all over the world have been grappling with
problem. The extent of the problem has been
highlighted in a problem solved by Ahuja et al.
(2005). They used a mixed integer programming
(MIP) formulation of  the problem that contained
about 197 thousand integer variables and 67
thousand constraints. An MIP of  this size could
not be solved to optimality or near-optimality
in acceptable running times using commercially
available software. Using problem decomposition,
integer programming, and very large-scale
neighborhood search, they developed a solution
technique to solve the problem of CSX
Transportation, a major US railroad company,
within 30 minutes of computation time on a
Pentium III computer. As compared to the
software in-house developed by CSX, there was
an estimated a savings of over 400 locomotives,
which translated into savings of over one hundred
million dollars annually. CSX Transportation
problem was Locomotive assignment for 538
trains, with different weekly frequencies, 119
stations and 5 types of  locomotives. In a week
the total number of trains which differed in a
running day was 3324 and the resulting weekly
space-time network consists of 8798 nodes
(events) and 30134 arcs (train trips).

The yearbook of Indian Railways for 2011-12
mentions
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Asset Total number

Locomotives 9569

Passenger Service Vehicles 55339

Other Coaching Vehicles 6560

Wagons 239321

Number of  passenger trains run daily in
2011-12

Type of Broad Metre Total
trains Gauge Gauge (incl.NG)

EMU 4,644 0 4,644

Mail/Express 3,042 29 3,071

Ordinary
Passenger
Trains and
Mixed Trains 4,172 311 4,620

Total 11,858 340 12,335

The freight trains run about 390 million km
annually on IR network carrying almost a billion
tonnes.

The size of the problem can be gauged by these
statistics. This kind of  problem has been
attempted with iterative partitioning. Ahuja (2002)
mentions for solving such problems heuristic
(approximation) algorithms have to be employed
that can find nearly optimal solutions within a
reasonable amount of computation time. An
improvement algorithm is a heuristic algorithm
that starts with a feasible solution and iteratively
tries to obtain a better solution. Neighbourhood
search algorithms (alternatively called local search
algorithms) are a wide class of improvement
algorithms where, after every iteration an
improved solution is found by searching the
“neighbourhood” of the current solution.

The increased computational power has given

hope to OR specialists to approximate the real
systems in a better manner now. There is also
a debate on tonnage based versus schedule based
approach to freight train operations. Some
research has shown that schedule based strategy
especially in Canadian Railways has been more
profitable. The availability of advanced computing
power and OR software has enabled many
Railways to adopt this strategy.

The traditional objectives for Locomotive
assignment problem are minimization of operating
costs or minimization of fleet size. Large scale
complex freight train operations cannot be
handled by present day software owing to the
number of  parameters and enormous time taken
for the calculations. Thus in a way a sub optimal
solution is imposed as the problem has to be
sub divided into planning, scheduling and routing
and then being dealt separately. Thus an integrated
model has to be the goal of the OR specialist.

OPTIMAL DESIGN OF TIME TABLES

This is basically a train scheduling problem. It
can be classified into static and dynamic
scheduling. In static scheduling, there is
information of  all the trains beforehand. But in
dynamic it is available sometimes only when it
enters the network. Even the static time table
can have two dimensions, off-line timetabling
and real time dispatching. Researchers have used
Integer Programming solved by Langrangian
relaxation. Lagrangian relaxation is a technique
well suited for problems where the constraints
can be divided into two sets,

• “good” constraints, with which the problem
is solvable very easily

• “bad” constraints that make it very hard
to solve.

Techniques like Simulated Annealing also have
been applied to operational scheduling. It has
been named so because it mimics the process
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undergone by misplaced atoms in a metal when
it is heated and then slowly cooled. Genetic
Algorithms have also been tried. But in all cases
they focus on small networks, although it does
serve the purpose of  giving a benchmark for larger
networks.

There are several decision variables and
constraints in scheduling of  trains.

Decision Variables on Trains

 Origin, destination and routes of trains

 days of operation and train times

 Trip plans for all stock

 Locomotive assignment

 Crew assignment

Constraints are

 Yard capacity

 Line capacity

 Train capacity

 Rules and norms for operations

Timetabling has been considered as a job shop
problem and a heuristic combination of insertion,
backtracking and dynamic route selection
mechanisms by Burdett and Kozan (2010). Many
models have been developed and the IR’s Centre
for Railway Information System (CRIS) is
developing Software Aided Train Scheduling and
Network Governance (SATSaNG). This project
is entrusted with the task of  building software
tools to aid the planning process. The entire
resource allocation process will now be aided
by the tool leading to more efficient allocations
and robust time tables.

DYNAMIC PRICING OF SERVICES

In the interim budget speech by Railway Minister
in Feb 2014, it was mentioned that an independent

Rail Tariff  Authority is being set up to rationalize
fares and there was a proposal to expand dynamic
pricing of  tickets in line with the airline industry.
Indian Railways introduced several premium trains
with dynamic ticket pricing on IRCTC that can
only be reserved online. The dynamic fare pattern
is similar to the one used by airlines going up
with demand. The fare applicable to each day/
transaction is indicated at the time of booking
on the IRCTC’s e-ticketing website.

As reported during Christmas time in 2013, it
sold one-way AC Tier-III tickets at up to Rs
12,000 and AC Tier-II up to Rs 17,000 - six
to seven times higher than the ordinary Rajdhani
Express fare on Delhi-Mumbai route.

In 2006, IR decided to introduce a Dynamic
Pricing Policy for freight as well as passenger,
for peak and non-peak seasons, premium and
non-premium services, and for busy and non-
busy routes. As per this policy the rates for non-
peak season, non-premium service and empty
flow directions would be less than the general
rates and the rates for peak season and premium
services could be higher than normal. For the
freight the non-peak season would be 1st July
to 31st October. For the passenger segment this
period would be 15th January to 15th April and
15th July to 15th September.

Now the key issue is how to decide the tariffs?

The tricky issue in dynamic pricing is to figure
out how high the tariff can go and to what extent
a passenger will pay higher rail tariffs, given that
one can get an air-ticket at around the same
price. A smart-pricing formula has been developed
to compete with airways and increase fares in
as per the demand curve. The formula has a
floor price equivalent or more than the Tatkal
Rajdhani/Mail tariff. The price will further
increase in tune with the demand curve - the
rate at which the tickets are booked. The prices
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of air tickets at that time will be monitored and
thus keep the ticket price for premium trains
lower than airfares.

Research in the field of dynamic pricing contains
two distinct strands
 dynamic pricing strategy under social

learning and
 pricing with strategic consumers

Social learning is the customers observing the
trend or other customer’s behaviour. This has
a direct bearing on pricing and perceived utility
of the product. Different strategies have to be
adopted for both kinds of  situations. McAfee
and Te Velde (2006) have defined dynamic pricing,
which is also known as yield management or
revenue management, as a set of pricing strategies
aimed at increasing profits. The techniques are
most useful when two product characteristics co-
exist. First, the product expires at a point in
time, like hotel rooms, airline flights, generated
electricity, or time-dated (“sell before”) products.
Second, capacity is fixed well in advance and
can be augmented only at a relatively high
marginal cost. It will be worthwhile to analyze
the strategies adopted by airlines industry and
hotel/hospitality industry. Predictive analytics is
being used by companies to determine best price
for product. Perhaps it can be applied to the
ticketing scenario also to determine base price
and price cap for passenger services.

RESEARCH

There are a few organizations and institutions
which are actively involved in this field. Many
journals carry research papers on the Railway
Operations. Few of  them are,

Railway Applications Section (RAS) of INFORMS, USA,
https://www.informs.org/Community/RAS
International Association of Railway Operations Research
(IAROR), http://www.iaror.org/
Journal of  Rail Transport Planning & Management, http://

www.journals.elsevier.com/journal-of-rail-transport-planning-
and-management/
Transportation Research Part B: Methodological, ELSEVEIR,
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/transportation-research-
part-b-methodological/
Computers & Operations Research, ELSEVEIR, http://
www.journals.elsevier.com/computers-and-operations-
research/
OR Spectrum, An International Journal, SPRINGER, http:/
/www.spr inger.com/bus iness+%26+management/
operations+research/journal/291
TRAIL Research School, Netherlands, http://rstrail.nl/
UIC’s International Rail Research Board, http://www.railway-
research.org/Introduction

The market leaders in proving tools and software
for OR are

GUROBI (http://www.gurobi.com/resources/free-linear-
programming-solvers ),
CPLEX (http://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/
optimization/cplex-optimizer/ ),
MATLAB (http://www.mathworks.in/products/matlab/
index.html?sec=applications ),
LINDO (http://www.lindo.com/ ),
GLPK ( http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/ ),

MOSEK (http://www.mosek.com/ ).

There is tremendous scope for research in this
field with real time data. The OR methods have
not been adopted by the Indian Railways in a
big way till date. Optimization tools have
improved with the increased computational power
and it will now be possible to solve many problems
which seemed difficult or impossible before.

The author will like to acknowledge the inputs
given by Mr. Shailendra Jaiswal, Sr Professor at
the Academy.
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Ban the use of mobiles
at the work places

Uppuluri Krishna Murty The other day I was at a public sector bank. The objective
was to update my account books. I work in a faraway
suburb and came to the city after taking a day’s leave
to visit the bank and complete the business. The transport
was late and it was about 1:00 PM when I reached the
bank. The official lunch break is from 02:30 PM to 03:00
PM, or so the notice at the window says. I was quite
relieved on seeing this. It is a no-brainer that lunch breaks
are routinely stretched. No one protests about that any
longer. The customers in India have learnt to accommodate
this! Even then one can certainly expect prompt service
from the counter at that time.

The bank premises was overcrowded, mostly with middle
class housewives and pensioners, as it was the beginning
of  the month and it was obviously a pay-day. The chairs
meant for the customers were not adequate and many
more customers were patiently standing; making do with
a variety of hand fans, profusely sweating as they were
on this mid-summer day. The customers were eagerly
waiting for their turn and wanted to go their way quickly

Uppuluri  Krishna Murty,  SDGM & CVO,
South Western Railway, Hubli.
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as it was pretty hot outside with the temperature
soaring to 42 degrees Celsius. May be some had
to pick-up their kids from the school and the
old were to catch up with their siesta!

The lady at the counter had about 10 customers
lined up in a queue. It was my turn. There was
a phone call for her. She started chatting on her
smart phone, though it was unclear to me as
to who was at the other end. It is of course
for you to guess! The subject of discussion was:
how was the lunch, when the lunch hour starts,
how the stuff from the staff canteen is, and
more particularly whether the “Chicken Biryani”
is tastier that day! Besides, there was abundant
small talk, so common between two youngsters.
The chatting went on for a good 10 minutes.
As soon as this chatting ended there was another
call for this employee on her mobile, this time,
with a far more serious subject, from her father.
Obviously he is an old man, as I could infer,
probably all by himself and lonely at home at
a faraway place. It appeared from the conversation
that he was grappling with an unresolved medical
reimbursement problem and in distress. He was
hard of hearing and the lady had to virtually
shout at the top of her voice. After seeing the
growing unrest among her customers she
disconnected the second call after wasting about
another 5 minutes on that. As she had not
switched off the mobile, the threat of another
call was always looming large! What we had seen
were; one welcome call and one unwelcome call!
For me it was a frustrating and irritating long
wait of  15 minutes. The crowd behind me in
the line was getting restless.

If this were the extent of misuse of a mobile
phone by a customer interfacing functionary, who
is automatically under the unstated surveillance
of the customers apart from omnipresent watch
of the CCTV cameras, what would be the spread
of misuse among employees doing back office

tasks and have no one to monitor their activities
apart from their colleagues and busy but weak
managers?

When I tried to plead my case for an early disposal
the official lost her cool. She “punished” me by
directing me to two other counters when she
very well could have addressed my problem. A
common ploy employed by the babudom when
they are enraged with a polite but demanding
customer. In striking contrast, the customer
friendly branch manager who was watching this
drama and easily understood that I was made
to wait unnecessarily at the counter came out
from the glass walled cubicle and tried his best
to do some damage control and speed up the
disposal of  the remaining customers. My job was
done by 03:00 PM, I mean, after about 2 Hours
of  haggling! Even the Branch Manager had, I
regret to add, only a limited say as the bank
employees are highly unionized and there are a
variety of powerful pressure groups, unions, and
recognized caste and category associations to
protect the staffs. Even errant employees have
to be dealt with kid gloves!

My wife had an interesting but not that uncommon
experience at her work place that she shared with
me. She works for a private pharmaceutical firm
as an executive assistant. One day she had to
attend an important meeting chaired by her boss,
the GM, and also attended by four Heads of
the Departments from Sales, Marketing, the HR,
and Finance. Her job was to mainly draw the
minutes of the meeting in addition to arranging
various petty things like the snacks and tea for
the executives and ensuring that the equipment
used for making presentations is in order. The
meeting had to start at 11:30 AM. All took their
chairs at the appointed time. In spite of the
prominent notice board in the Board Room saying
“Kindly keep the mobiles in the silent mode”,
all had active mobiles with them. The Heads
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of Departments were getting inward calls, one
after another, on their mobiles. They could not
resist responding to the calls as they perceived
them to be urgent. After the Marketing Head
completed his long call with an argumentative
and difficult to deal customer with the mandated
but admirable patience, the GM cleared his throat
and tried to initiate the proceedings only to find
that the HR head got a call on his mobile from
the irate union boss! The mobiles often seem
to ring in unison and at the least expected and
most inconvenient times. The GM who needed
the simultaneous attention and participation of
all those present there lost his cool in the end
and shouted at them for not switching off the
mobiles. After all this confusion set in by the
mobiles, much to the amusement of all the Heads
of the Departments present there, the GM himself
got a call from apparently the corporate centre,
or probably from a local political figure, as
someone in the know of the things quipped, which
he had to take! Finally the meeting could never
start. With all in a foul mood, the GM rescheduled
the meeting to the post lunch session! That is
the kind of  destructive power that the mobiles
have today.

I do not mean that ours are unique experiences
by any means. It is, now a days, on the other
hand, a ubiquitous or universal experience!
Whether you go to a Railway Reservation Centre
or a Police Station or a Bank or a Road
Transportation Corporation ticketing counter or
an Income Tax Office or the family doctor or,
for that matter, any other service provider, the
first thing you see is the highly disruptive modern
mobile in action. I had personally seen doctors
carrying mobiles even in to the operation theatres.
I leave it to you to guess the consequences. It
is sad that drivers and pilots in the public
transportations systems are freely using mobile
phones while on duty. It is well established that
mobiles are causing frequent road accidents. If

one says that a mobile is disruptive to the work
flow it is an understatement. Today work is a
victim of the mobile phone. While organizations
have well laid out means for inter and intra
organizational communication [hot lines and
intercoms] the mobiles have opened up the
employees to unwelcome external interference.
However competent one is in multi-tasking it
is difficult to retain the concentration necessary
for handling tasks that require deep reading and
application of mind when the mobiles are
frequently upsetting one’s rhythm. At best one
can do routine operating tasks that need very
little focus. Our work ethic and social mores being
what they are the employees get all kinds of
calls all throughout the work day. Some are just
courtesy calls. Some calls carry orders from the
boss. Some are calls seeking favours. Sometimes
friends call to just reconnect. Some are calls from
the retired colleagues. The call can be just to
find out the cricket score or an election result.
Often family members [sons, daughters, brothers,
sisters, may be retired parents, apart from the
members of the extended branches of the family]
disturb employees. Networking is the latest
corporate buzzword and for a highly networked
employee the list of friends who can call up at
any time is pretty long! One cannot easily take
the risk of not responding to such calls as there
may be the attendant loss of the pivotal and
prized high ground in the network so painstakingly
reached over the years.

It is not that the employees are always to be
blamed. Often they are victims! Often old timers
lament that the quality of work is declining in
the services sector. There is a point in such a
lament. The mobiles have definitely contributed
to some extent to such decline in quality of work.

Mobile phones are continuously evolving. They
are getting more and more powerful. The mobile
phone’s screen is growing in size by the day.

Article
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Its memory is increasing rapidly. The screen’s
clarity or resolution is now a dream come true.
It is now possible to do many things with a mobile
phone that is empowered by the ubiquitous Wi-
Fi. One can play games. Today a mobile is a
TV, as an advertisement aptly and enticingly says.
One can down load a full length movie in a
few minutes, if not seconds, on the mobile phone
thanks to the technology that permits
extraordinarily rapid down loading. One can see
the IPL live on the mobile. The smart phones
have a very high bandwidth connectivity and
surfing the net is a child’s play. The YouTube
is always there to engage you. Using the mobile
one can pay the bills of  all kinds of  utilities.
One can book flight, train and bus tickets using
the mobile. One can play chess or many other
popular card games at one’s level. The social
media and networking sites such as the Facebook
and the WhatsApp further enhance the use or
the abuse of a mobile phone. The modern mobile
phone is equal to a top-end camera. It is useful
as a video recorder also. The mobile can be used
to cheat in Chess matches, as one prominent
national level player had done in the past in rating
tournaments! It can be used to cheat at
examinations as was found in the post graduate
medical entrance examinations in Andhra Pradesh.
Sending out questions and receiving a stream
of  answers is easily possible. A recent survey
had indicated [Reported by the BusinessLine
newspaper] that most of the customers who make
on line purchases are using the mobiles phones
as a means to do the same and that to between
12 Noon and 4 PM. It means shopping is mainly
done during the office Hours. Mobiles play music
and the ear plugs are an additional accoutrement
that give an impression that the user, with both
the hands free, is really good at multitasking.
The list is endless.

It is well-known that laptops and desktops are
a major distraction for workers. The mobile is

another or even stronger such nuisance factor.
The smart phone is an engaging companion. Its
power is a bane as well as a boon.

Mobile phones are time wasters. You can waste
your time, or rather the time you are expected
to spend for your employer by doing your official
work, all by yourself. You do not need someone
else to talk with you at the other end. Unless
the person carrying a mobile to work is highly
mature and disciplined it is most likely that he
/ she would allow the mobile to overpower him
/ her. It calls for a strong work ethic on the
part of the employee to resist the use of such
a powerful and tempting device, which comes
with a variety of  applications. The Industrial
Relations climate, particularly in the Public Sector,
being what it is, it is always not possible for
the boss to regulate the behaviour of the
employees. In such organizational settings the
misuse of  the mobile cannot be controlled easily.
The end result for the employer: low productivity,
poor image, demoralized good employees, and
poor customer relations.

I feel that it is time we banned the use of mobile
phones in work places. At least, to begin with,
for a major part of  the work day, say 6 Hours
out of  8 Hours. We can even use mobile jammers
for that, if  necessary. Alternatively, we can have
an arrangement [a kind of cloak room] where
the employees can deposit the mobiles phones.
Such banning certainly improves productivity. No
proof is required for that. After successfully
banning the mobile phones we can even
contemplate reducing the working hours per day
from the standard 8 Hours by an Hour so!! The
work Hours per day in many European countries
are only about 4 to 7 only. Such a reduction
in working Hours would give enough day light
Hours for the addicts of the mobile phones in
India to chat or play or do whatever they like
to do with their mobiles!
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High Speed Trains

V.S. Ghai Introduction

High speed trains are those which are capable of operating
at high speed on good track, sophisticated suspension,
pressure sealed windows and doors. A high speed train is
to be smoother and quitter, than a conventional train travelling
at half  the speed to attract customers. It must provide all
the comforts and facilities that passengers are likely to need
for a non stop journey of  two to three hours.

High Speed Rail Travel

High speed rail system 200 KMPH barrier was broken
during the test run by the railways in Germany, France
and Great Britain but it was at Shinkansen in Japan it
formally went into commercial service on 1st October
1964 with the Hikari Travelling between Tokyo and Shin-
Osaka in 4 hours, at a maximum speed of 200 KMPH.
This ushered in a new era in transportation.

Concept of  High Speed Trains

The High speed trains are defined as a railway express
services operated at a speed in the range of  200 to 300
KM per hour. This definition includes railway line builtV.S. Ghai, Senior Fellow,

Asian Institute of Transport Development
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for High speed trains generally equal to or greater
than 250 KMPH, which comes under this category
and constructed for dedicated high speed corridor
especially up graded for high speed travels of
the order of 200 KMPH by improving the
conventional railway operating system.

Categories of  High Speed Trains

The existing high speed trains can be broadly
categorized, with three speed ranges as under:
i) 200-250 KMPH: Diesel electric trains,

electrified tilt body trains, and electrified
non tilting trains

ii) 250-350 KMPH: Electrified non tilting trains
iii) Beyond 300KMPH: Maglev system was

developed in Japan and Germany

What is high speed rail?

The high speed rail is about train. In practice
it is argued that high speed trains are components
of a larger system, designed from the outset to
offer existing and potential travellers who value,
speed, reliability, comfort, safety, frequency of
service, connections with other modes, and easy
for looking and payment. In other words, high
speed rail is a consumer product, and like all
consumer product will only succeed if its planner
understand and address the need of the market.

Benefit of  High Speed Trains

High Speed trains can compete successfully with
roads, air, and conventional rail passenger
transport services on densely trafficked routes
over medium and long distances. It brings
improvement in the conventional rai lway
operational system. It can also relieve congestion
on the conventional rail works, where income
levels are sufficient, and ticket prices reflect costs
on the conventional net.

Cost effective means

It is the most cost effective means of meeting

transport needs and the expenditure on it should
take priority over other uses of limited government
funds. It can be achieved on existing infrastructure
provided on the straight track level enough for
operation at 300 KMPH. The most obvious
benefits are, time saving to the existing rail
passengers, improve existing connections and
offering wholly new connections. It can facilitate
economic development of increased integration
of  the cities and the area it serves.

Environmentally friendly means of  transport

High speed rails, in addition to providing a high
level of mobil i ty are greatly favoured as
environmental friendly means of transport, which
is responsible for 25 percent of  the world’s
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, with 80 to 90
percent from cars and highway trucks, and only
2 percent from rail. Moreover, emission levels
are increasing faster than technological progress
due to the total dependence of road and air
transport on oil, and the continued growth of
traffic. On high speed railways the energy
consumption per passenger Kilometer is three
and a half time less than from a bus, five times
less than that from an aero plane and ten times
less then that from a private car.

Noise and vibrations

It has been a matter of concern in high speed
rail operations. Measures such as damped wheels,
structures around the bogies, line side noise
barriers, special structure at the tunnel portals,
etc have been able to contain the noise within
the acceptable limits.

Start to Stop Fastest High Speed Trains

Table-1 below gives the list of  high speed sections
of the world operating at the maximum speed
of 200 KMPH and above with a start to stop
average speed. Table-II below gives the name
of the fastest trains upto 150KMPH.

Article
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Technological Advancements, Attributable to
High Speed

 Double Wall structure for the car body.
 Unique shape of train nose at the near end

to reduce vibration.
 Use of semi-active control system, and

advanced vibration reduction technology in
the bogie for the reduction of vibration.

 Control measures to reduce aerodynamic
noise a low noise single arm pantograph with
an insulator cover.

 Improved track structure
 Development of track machine for

construction and maintenance.
 Development of advanced signaling system

like automatic train protection and automatic
train control

 Advanced telecommunication system.
 Direct communication from driver’s cabin

to the control centre.
 Development of  tilting trains.

Table-II

Trains up to 150 KMPH
Country Norway Portugal Russia Denmark Australia India
From Lillestrom Coimbra St Peterburg Odense Ling Hbf Madura JN
To Gardermoen Aveirs Moscow Hoje ST Polen Swai

Tastrup Madhupur
Distance 30.2 55.0 649.9 145.0 127.9 210.0
Speed KM 151.2 143.5 142.6 142.6 142.1 105.9
*Note: One stretch is of 140 KMPH

Table I
Country France Japan Belgium Germany Spain
Train No. TGS Nazomi Thalys ICE AVE
From Lyonst Hiroshima Brussels Frankfurt Madril

Exupery Midi Flughafan Atocha
To Aix-en Kokura Valence Swgburg Cuirlal

proven TGS Bonn Real
Distance 289.6 192.0 831.7 144.0 170.7
K M
Average 2633 261.8 242.2 233.5 204.8
Speed

Large investment costs:

The large investment costs means that government
is exposed to extremely large debts, particularly
when demand for high speed services move slower
than expected. The high speed rail investments
are designed to promote regional integration rather
than meeting commercial demand.

Improvement of the Conventional Railway
System:

In adopting the technology the
hindrances existing in the
operation of high speed are
removed to the extent
possible. These hindrances are
as follows:

 Tight horizontal curves;

In India easier grades and
wider curves are provided on high speed
lines in view of the comparatively level
ground condition of indo-Gangetic plain. The
centrifugal forces generated on the curve,
vary with the square of  the speed. The curves
are therefore required to be eased out, to
keep the centrifugal forces within the
management limits.

 Vertical curves: The desirable value of  the
radius of vertical for high speed operation
is much higher.

 On high speed lines the level crossing are
to the replaced, fencing not permitted, and
very close tolerance on track geometry.

Dedicated High Speed Corridor:

For high speed operations exclusive corridor have
been designed and constructed for efficient safe
operation at the designated speed. On dedicated
high speed cor ridor l iberal construction
parameters have been adopted, particularly in
respect of  horizontal and vertical curves.

Article
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Ballast less Track:

Standard of rail and concrete sleepers of high
speed tracks are not different from the standard
adopted on conventional track. Most of the high
speed networks use 60 KG, 90 UTS rails elastically
fastened at 60 CM/CC which is considered good
enough for high speed operations. The first high
speed line between Tokaido and Shinkansen Japan
was constructed with ballast, most of  the high
speed lines accepted ballasted track but now the
new lines are adopting ballast less track.

Advantage of ballast less track:

A number of ballast less track system got evolved.
The choice of a particular system depends upon
various factors, which includes life cycle and,
cost consideration. In Taiwan more than one type
of  structure were adopted on a single high speed
line. The advantages which occurred with the
adoption of ballast less track were as under:

 Little or no maintenance is required and thus
higher operational availability and low
maintenance expenditure.

 Economy in expenditure

 Long service life

 High lateral track resistance

 No  ballast turbulence

 In India, in addition to the above mentioned
advantages of the adoption of ballast less
track there will be other significant benefits.

 With the heavy rainfall during monsoon
months, it will be difficult to maintain
the desired track tolerance on ballasted
tracks and extensive temping operation
will be needed during monsoon and
after, to restore normalcy.

 Ballasted track at high speed are great
environmental hazard, since they raise
a huge cloud of dust following the
movement of a high speed train. Such
track wil l  be a nuisance for the
habitants residing in the villages, and
towns located adjacent to the high
speed lines.

 Ballast contamination by dust will need
more frequent bal last clearing
operations.

Conclusion

On Indian Railways, modest increase of speed
on conventional lines has been achieved by
improving track construction, maintenance
standards, and roll ing stock of improved
suspension characteristics. Shatabdi type trains
have competed with road, air, and conventional
rail services. Ballast less track structure design,
best suited to Indian conditions shall have to
be selected, taking into account the inescapability
of deployment of heavy machinery for certain
type of  tracks and old bridges.

Article
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Inner Voice

H$m°_Z JwS²g Am¡a "nr.nr.nr.'
H$s AdYmaUm

{dO` Hw$_ma {g§h

{dO` Hw$_ma {g§h, àmo\o$ga (dm{UÁ` à~§YZ),
^maVr` aob amï´>r` AH$mX_r, d‹S>moXam.

n[aM`:

aob AmnH$s {ZOr gån{Îm h¡; BgH$s gwajm H$aZm AmnH$m H$V©ì`
h¡. Bgo n‹T>H$a AŠga aob `m{Ì`m| _| AbJ hr àH$ma Ho$ amo_m§M
d H$m¡Vwhb AmVo aho h¢. H$moB© Bg H$WZ Ho$ ì`mnH$ AW© H$mo g_PZm
MmhVm h¡ Vmo H$moB© {ZOr' eãX H$s Amoa Hw$N> A{YH$ hr AmgŠV$
hmo CR>Vm h¡. {ZO A{YH$ma, `m{Z ñd`§ Ho$ A{YH$ma Ho$ à{V OmJéH$
hmoZm, EH$ Eogr {dMmaYmam, EH$ Eogm àdmh h¡ Omo gä`Vm Ho$ ~‹T>Vo
H$X_ VWm {dH$mg Ho$ Am`m_m| Ho$ gmW ñdV: ~‹T>Vm Mbm Am`m
h¡. ̂ maV hr Zht, {díd Ho$ H$B© Xoem| Zo ZmJ[aH$m| Ho$ ì`{º$JV A{YH$mam|
VWm ñdV§ÌVm H$mo AnZo g§{dYmZm| _| {deof ñWmZ {XE h¢. Eogm hmoZm
ñdm^m{dH$ KQ>Zm h¡.

{dnarVmW©H$ eãX EH$ Xygao Ho$ nyaH$ hmoVo h¢ - Eogm {H$gr Zo H$hm
h¡. Bg AW© _| ì`{º$JV A{YH$ma VWm gmd©O{ZH$ dñVw (B§{S>{dSw>Ab
amBQ²g VWm H$m°_Z JwS²g) EH$ Xÿgao Ho$ {~Zm AnZr nyU©Vm d àmg§{JH$Vm
Zht ~Zm gH$Vo h¢. Xÿgao AWm|© _|, O~ ^r ì`{º$JV A{YH$mam| H$s
~mV hmoVr h¡ V~ gmd©O{ZH$ dñVwAm| H$mo AZXoIm Zht {H$`m OmVm
h¡. {díd Ho$ ~‹S>o-~‹S>o amOZr{VH$, Am{W©H$ VWm gm_m{OH$ {dÛmZm|
Zo AnZo Xme©{ZH$ {dMma Bg ~mao _| ì`º$ {H$E h¢. O_©Zr Ho$ g_mO
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d¡km{ZH$ lr \${S©>Z|S> Q>moZrµO VWm \«$m§g Ho$ lr E{_b
Xþ{I©_ dfm] nhbo Bg ~mV H$mo ì`ŠV {H$E {H$ gm_m{OH$
naånamAm| H$mo Ë`mJ H$a {Og Vah ì`{º$dmXr {dMmaYmam
{H$gr ì`{º$ H$s  {ZOr ñdV§ÌVm H$mo A{VaoH$Vm àXmZ
H$a ahm Wm, dh g_mO Ho$ ì`mnH$ {hV Ho$ {bE R>rH$
Zht Wm. do Eogo hmbmV _| _m°S>Z© g_mO _| nZn ahr ñdÀN>ÝXVm
`m{Z {b~Q>r© Ho$ H$maU g_mO Ho$ Zm°_©bogZog H$m {damoY
H$aVo Wo. do g_mO Ho$ ~XbVo ñdê$n Bång©Zb gmogmB©Q>r
H$s Amoa àíZ CR>mVo aho Wo.

AmO ^r àË òH$ Xoe _| AbJ-AbJ ñdê$n _| Bg ~mV
na {ddmX h¡ {H$ ì`{º$JV A{YH$ma d ì`{º$dm{XVm H$s
aâVma EH$ ì`mnH$ VWm gmd©O{ZH$ AW© dmbo g_mO VWm
H$m°_Z JwS²g H$mo {H$VZm ZwH$gmZ nhþ±Mm ahr h¡. gab AWm|©
_|, EH$ ì`{º$ {ZOr {hVm| H$mo Ü`mZ _| Vmo aIo na Cggo
D$na CR>H$a J«wn, g§JR>Z, g_mO, Xoe, {díd VWm g_ñV
n`m©daU Ho$ {bE ^r Š`m| Z gmoMo Am¡a H$m ©̀ H$ao. AmE
{XZ ì`{º$, g_mO, {díd VWm n`m©daU Ho$ H$B© VËdm|,
E{b_|Q²g _| AmB© {JamdQ>, {OgHo$ ~mao _| bmoJ AŠga
MMm© H$aVo h¢, Ho$ H$maU ñdê$n bmoJ Bg ~mV na EH$
_V hmoZm MmhVo h¢ {H$ em`X {ZOrdmX _| A{YH$ ~‹T>moÎmar
hþB© h¡, {Oggo EH$ ì`{º$ ñd §̀ Ho$ {hVm| go D$na ~hþV
H$_ CR> nm ahm h¡. `m{Z lr Xþ{I©_ H$s {M§VmE± Hw$N> Cgr
én _| `m {\$a CgHo$ g_mZ én _| A^r ^r g_mO VWm
g§JR>Zm| _| ì`má h¢. AmO {díd Ho$ H$B© {M§VH$ Bg ~mV
na nwZ: ZE {gao go MMm© H$aZm Mmh aho h¢ {H$ EH$ Am_
ì`{º$ AnZr N>moQ>r-N>moQ>r µOéaVm| Ho$ D$na gmd©O{ZH$
{hVm| H$mo dar`Vm Xo ̀ m {\$a AnZr ñdmW©naH$ Ed§ ñd §̀{gÕ
µOéaVm| H$s ny{V© Ho$ {bE H$m°_Z JwS²g H$s {Vbm§Obr Xo,
BZ XmoZm| Ho$ ~rM {H$go Am¡a Š`m| MwZo. g{X`m| go ì`{º$naH$
MwZmd `m{Z B§{S>{dSw>Ab ÀdmB©g Ho$ _wÔo Zo Xme©{ZH$m| H$mo
AnZr Amoa AmH${f©V {H$`m h¡.

H$m°_Z JwS²g H$m Xe©Z:

J«rg àXoe Ho$ _hmZ Xme©{ZH$, ßboQ>mo, AañVy VWm gwH$amV
Zo H$m°_Z JwS²g Ho$ ~mao _| {bIZm ewé {H$`m Wm. do {H$gr

ì`{º$ Ho$ ì`dhma VWm Cggo H$m°_Z JwS²g na n‹S>Zo dmbo
à^md `m {\$a gd©gmYmaU Ho$ {bE amÁ`/g§JR>Z Ûmam
~ZmE OmZo dmbr Zr{V`m| Ho$ ~mao _| gOJ Wo, VWm AnZo
{dMma ì`º$ H$aVo Wo. CZHo$ do {dMma AmO nmR>H$m| Ho$
{bE "E{WŠg' `m{Z AmMma Zr{V Xe©Z Ho$ ê$n _| CnbãY
h¢. ~mX _| gwà{gÕ {dMmaH$ VWm AmMma Zr{VdoÎmm Ooao_r
~|W_ VWm Om°Z ñQw>AmQ>© {_b Ho$ ẁ{Q>{bQ>o[a`Z {gÕm§V
{H$gr {ZU©̀  AWdm H¥$Ë` go gå^m{dV gdm©{YH$ bmoJm|
Ho$ {bE \$m`Xm `m{Z ẁ{Q>{bQ>r H$s ~mV H$a H$m°_Z JwS²g
H$s ajm Ho$ {bE H$m\$s bmoH${à` aho h¢. Om°Z am°ëg H$m
{S>pñQ´>ã ẁ{Q>d {gÕm§V g_mZ {dVaU, \o$`aZog VWm Am{W©H$
Ý`m` H$s ~mV| H$aVm h¡. nwZ: gwà{gÕ Xme©{ZH$ B_oZwAb
H|$Q> VWm H§$â ỳ{e`g Ho$ {Z`_ `m{Z ê$b Ho$ amB©Q²Zog
VWm {Z`_~ÕVm H$s ~mVm| H$mo ̂ r bmoJm| Zo gamhm. H§$â ỳ{e`g
Ho$ {gÕm§V - Xþgam| Ho$ {bE d¡gm H$moB© H¥$Ë` _V H$amo
Omo Vw_ w̃X Ho$ {bE Zht MmhVo hmo (What you do not
wish to done to yourself, do not do to others) OJ
à{gÜY h¡. ̂ maVdf© _| ̂ r g{X`m| go Mbr Am ahr gm_m{OH$
d Ym{_©H$ _mÝ`Vm àmá ìhoë`y VWm ìhMy© naH$ Zr{V`m±
gd©H$ë`mU hoVw H$m°_Z JwS²g H$s ajm Ho$ {bE, VWm {H$gr
ì`{º$ Ho$ ì`dhma àXe©Z Ho$ dm§{N>V {Z`_ ñdê$n {díd
^a _| gamhr JB© h¢.

H$m°_Z JwS²g H$m \$m`Xm àË òH$ ì`{º$ VWm AÝ` gd©gå~§{YV
Ho$ {bE hmoVm h¡. {dMmaUr` _wÔm `h ^r h¡ {H$ `h \$m`Xm
`Wmgå^d g_mZ én go hmo, `m {\$a dm§{N>V g_yh {deof
Ho$ {bE gd©_mÝ` d VH©$gå_V hmo. AVEd, {H$gr amÁ`,
g§JR>Z VWm g_mO Ûmam {bE JE \¡$gbo VWm CZH$s
bmoH$Zr{V`m± AŠga H$m°_Z JwS²g Ho$ n¡_mZo na Vm¡bo OmVo
h¢. Bgr Vah, H$m°_Z JwS²g Ho$ {Z_m©U VWm aIaImd _|
gd©gå~§{YVm| H$m Ah_ `moJXmZ hmoVm h¡. na§Vw, {ejm,
n[adhZ, ñdmñÏ`, AW© ì`dñWm Am{X H$s gw{dYmE± AŠga
OZ H$Q>Kao _| I‹S>o {_bVo h¢. ~‹S>r-~‹S>r Zr{V`m± Ag\$b
hmo Om`m H$aVr h¢. emofU, àXÿfU, Am{X go Am_ OZVm
Vmo ÌñV h¡ hr. AmpIa Cnm` Š`m hmo. Cn ẁ©º$ ̀ y{Q>{bQ>o[a`Z,
{S>pñQ´>ã ỳ{Q>d `m {\$a AañVy Ho$ _m°ab ìhMy©µO Ho$ {gÕm§V
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Bg Amoa H$m\$s Hw$N> Bemam H$aVo h¢. gdo© ^d§Vw gwpIZ:,
gdo© ^d§Vw{Zam_`m:', dgwY¡dHw$Qw>å~H$_', Am{X _yë`naH$
H$WZm| Ho$ gmW ^maVr` Xe©Z ^r g{X`m| go {díd H$mo
d¡̀ {º$H$ ñdV§ÌVm AjwÊU aIVo hþE H$m°_Z JwS²g H$mo gdm±aZo
H$s grI XoVo aho h¢.

H$m°_Z JwS²g Am¡a npãbH$ JwS²g:

`hm± H$m°_Z JwS²g VWm npãbH$ JwS²g Ho$ ~rM A§Va ñnï>
hmoZm ^r Amdí`H$ hmo OmVm h¡. d¡go Vmo npãbH$, H$m°_Z,
àmB©doQ> VWm Šb~ JwS²g Ho$ ê$n _| AW©emórJU AnZo
{dMma BZ Mma JwS²g Ho$ {gÕm§Vm| Ho$ ê$n _| XoVo h¢, VWm{n
nm°b E. go_wEëgZ (1954) Zo npãbH$ JwS²g H$s n[a^mfm
_| H$hm h¡ {H$ d¡go JwS²g {OÝho§ bmoJ gmPm én go Cn^moJ
H$ao, `m{Z {H$gr EH$ ì`{º$ Ho$ Cn^moJ Ho$ H$maU {H$gr
Xþgao ì`{º$ Ho$ {bE Cgr JwS> Ho$ Cn^moJ _| H$_r Z Am
nmE. ̀ m{Z Eogo JwS²g Zm°Z-amBdbag VWm Zm°Z-EŠgŠbwSo>~b
àH¥${V Ho$ hmoVo h¢, O~{H$ H$m°_Z JwS²g Zm°Z-EŠñŠbwSo>~b
Vmo hmoVo h¢ na§Vw do amBdbag hmoVo h¢, O¡go bH$‹S>s, H$mò bm
Am{X. na§Vw Am_ Vm¡a na npãbH$ JwS²g H$m amOZr{VH$
AW© gm_mÝ`V: àH¥${V `m {\$a AŠga gaH$ma, amÁ`
AWdm AÝ` Ûmam àXÎm bmoH$ {hV H$s godmAm| Ho$ én
_| g_Pm OmVm h¡; na§Vw BZ godmAm± _| `{X Am_ OZVm
H$s gmPoXmar BZHo$ {Z_m©U, Cn^moJ VWm aIaImd Am{X
go gå~§{YV EH$ bmoH$m onH$mar, gm_§Oñ`nyU© VWm
CÎmaXm{`Ëd~moY Ho$ {dMma hmo Vmo do H$m°_Z JwS²g H$s Amoa
A{YH$ n[a^m{fV hmoZo bJVo h¢. Xþgao eãXm| _|, H$m°_Z
JwS²g Ho$ Cn^moJ VWm aIaImd _| ì`{º$JV AmMma Zr{V
`m{Z E{WŠg Ho$ E{b_|Q²g H$m nwQ> hmoZm Amdí`H$ _mZm
OmVm h¡.

H$m°_Z JwS²g H$s MwZm¡{V`m±:

H$m°_Z JwS²g H$mo ~ZmZo VWm BÝh| ~ZmE aIZo _| H${Vn`
MwZm¡{V`m| H$s MMm© Amdí`H$ h¡. `o MwZm¡{V`m± EH$ ì`{º$
Ho$ {ZU©̀  H$mo AnZr Amoa AmH${f©V H$aZo _| AŠga g\$b
hmo OmVr h¢. XaAgb ò AdYmaUmE± h¢, {OZ na {dídmg
H$aZm _mZdr` ghOVm hmoVr h¡. na§Vw Š`m _oao gm_mÝ`

H¥$Ë` ̀ m {\$a _oao EŠeZ _oao g_wXm`, g§JR>Z VWm n`m©daU
Ho$ Ûmam gho OmE±Jo; Š`m ò CZHo$ AZwHy$b h¢; Š`m do
Agm_mÝ` VWm EŠgo{gd Vmo Zht - `h EH$ {dMmaUr`
_wÔm Vmo h¡. AmO {dH$mg Ho$ gmW-gmW ñQ>oH$hmoëS>g© Ho$
ZmZm àH$ma VWm g_yh C^a AmE h¢, {Ogo  EH$ AÀN>o
g§Ho$V Ho$ ê$n _| XoIm OmVm h¡. g~ H$s AnZr-AnZr
_m±J| VWm AbJ-AbJ µOéaV| h¢, Omo AmO Ho$ J«mhH$
ẁJ H$s Amdí`H$Vm ^r hmo JB© h¡. _w§So>-_w§So> _{V{ ©̂Þm:'

- {OVZo g_yh/J«mhH$, CVZr Amdí`H$VmE±, CVZo {dMma/
gwPmd. Eogo _| H$m°_Z JwS²g AnZm {H$VZm ñWmZ ~Zm nmVm
h¡, ̀ h ̂ r EH$ {dMma`mo½` {~§Xþ h¡. g_mOemó VWm AW©emó
Ho$ kmVmAm| Zo \«$s-amB©S>g© Ho$ ~mao _| ^r ỹ~ {bIm h¡.
XaAgb \«$s-amB©{S§>J EH$ {dMmaYmam h¡, Omo H$hVr h¡
{H$ {H$gr ì`{º$ {deof Ûmam Hw$N> H$aZo `m Z H$aZo go
g_mO d n`m©daU Ho$ ì`mnH$ {hV _| Š`m Hw$N> hmoZo `m
{~J‹S>Zo dmbm h¡, H$maU dh ì`{º$ _mZVm h¡ {H$ Cgo N>mo‹S>H$a
AÝ` g^r Vmo Eogm H$a `m Zht H$a hr aho hm|Jo. Bg_|
CZHo$ ñdmW© d {ZR>ëbonZ H$s ~y AmVr h¡. EH$ ~ma EH$
amOm H$s BÀN>m go àË òH$ ì`{º$/àOm H$mo EH$ Zd{Z{_©V
Vmbm~ _| XÿY S>mbZm Wm, Vm{H$ amÁ` Ho$ {bE EH$ XÿY
H$m Vmbm~ ~Z gHo$. `o H$m`© g^r H$mo amV _| H$aZo Wo,
Vm{H$ gw~h amÁ` Ho$ {bE XÿY H$m EH$ gw§Xa Vmbm~ V¡̀ ma
{_bo. na§Vw gw~h amOm H$mo XÿY H$s OJh nmZr H$m Vmbm~
{_bm, H$maU g^r àOmJU \«$s-amB©S>g© ~Z ~¡R>o Wo.

Cn`w©º$ AdYmaUmAm| Ho$ A{V[aº$ {H$gr ì`{º$ H$m {ZOr
ñVa na AkmZr/A~moY `m{Z B¾moa|Q> hmoZm ^r EH$ ~hþV
~‹S>m H$maU h¡ Omo H$m°_Z JwS²g _| ~mYH$ H$m H$m`© H$aVm
h¡, Eogm _mZm OmVm h¡. gmW hr, ì`{º$ _| C{MV brS>a{en
H$s H$_r ^r AmOH$b MMm© H$m {df` h¡. {dMmaH$ _mZVo
h¢ {H$ ỳ± Vmo g_mO, g§JR>Z VWm amÁ` _| H$B© brS>g©
h¢, na§Vw CZ_| H$m°_Z JwS²g Ho$ Xe©Z, ì`{º$, g_mO d
g§JR>Z Ho$ A{YH$ma d Xm{`Ëd, ñd`§ Ho$ hmoZo Ho$ H$maU,
Xÿgam| Ho$ à{V Xm{`Ëd, Am{X H$B© _hËdnyU© {df`m| Ho$
VËd kmZ H$m gw~moY Zht hmoVm. Am¡a, Z hr do BZ g~
H$mo OmZZm MmhVo h¢.
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nr.nr.nr. H$s AdYmaUm:

BÝht ~mVm| H$mo Ü`mZ _o aIVo hþE Bg ~mV na {dûcofU
H$aZo hoVw {H$ Am{˜a {H$gr ì`{º$ Ho$ AmMaU, CZHo$
H¥$Ë` CZHo$ ñd §̀ VWm CZHo$ n[adoe Ho$ {bE {H$VZm g§Vw{bV
`m{Z hm_mo©{Z`g h¡, {H$VZm E{WH$b h¡, {dMmaH$m| Ûmam
H$B© Cnm`, {gÕm§V gwPmE JE h¢. CZ_| go EH$ ñd §̀{gÕ
{gÕm§V `m{Z Ï`moar H$mo Bg boI _| AmOH$b Ho$ EH$
bmoH${à` EH«$mo{Z_, nr.nr.nr. Ho$ ê$n _| {ddo{MV {H$`m
Om ahm h¡. `hm± nr.nr.nr. H$m nyam Zm_ ng©Z, nrnwb VWm
ßbmZoQ> h¡. ng©Z `m{Z ì`{º$, nrnwb `m{Z bmoJ, bmoJm|
Ho$ g_yh/g§JR>Z VWm ßbmZoQ> `m{Z dmVmdaU/n`m©daU
`m{Z EÝdm`moam°Ý_|Q>, ò VrZm| KQ>H$ Amng _| EH$ {Z{üV
Vmb_ob Ho$ gmW hmoZo Mm{hE. gmW hr, EH$ Ho$ {dH$mg
VWm EZ[aÀ_|Q> Ho$ {bE AÝ` XmoZm| H$mo ŵbm`m Zht Om
gH$Vm. OmZH$ma bmoJ ñnï> H$aVo h¢ {H$ ßbmZoQ> Ho$ _hÎd
H$mo ŵbmH$a H$m°_Z JwS²g H$s H$ënZm gmH$ma Zht hmoVr
h¡. BgHo$ {dn[aV ßbmZoQ> H$s _`m©Xm Ho$ AZwén ng©Z
Ho$ EŠeZ go g_yh H$m ^bm hmoVm h¡, VWm gVV {dH$mg
`m{Z gñQ>oZo~b So>dbn_|Q> ghr _m`Zo _| hmo nmVm h¡.

nr.nr.nr. na {dñV¥V MMm© go nhbo _w§er ào_MÝX H$s {bIr
H$hmZr eVa§O Ho$ pIbm‹S>r', {Og na AmYm[aV  gË`OrV
am` H$s {\$ë_ gZ² 1977 _| ~Zr Wr, na µJm¡a {H$`m
Om gH$Vm h¡. AdY àXoe Ho$ XmoZm| emhr gaXma {_µOm©
g‚mmX Abr Am¡a _ra amoeZ Abr ñd §̀ Ho$ ñdmW©, Am_moX-
à_moX, am°̀ b amB©Q²g, Am{X H$s ˜m{Va eVa§O Ho$ Iob
_| Bg µH$Xa Sy>~o Wo {H$ CÝh| AnZo n[adma, BbmµH$o VWm
AdY VH$ H$s {M§Vm Z Wr; Am¡a {H$g Vah A§J«oµOm| Zo
AmgmZr go Zdm~ g{hV g^r H$mo Jwbm_ ~Zm {b`m; Am¡a,
O~ VH$ CÝh| `h Ahgmg hmoVm V~ VH$ H$mµ\$s Xoa hmo
MwH$s Wr. `hm± XmoZm| gaXma AnZo {ZOr {hV gmYZ H$s
namH$mð>m na Wo, VWm CÝh| "Xÿgam|' Ho$ {hVm| H$s gwYr
VH$ Z Wr.

ng©Z `m{Z ñd §̀ Ho$ {dH$mg VWm CÞ`Z Ho$ {bE EH$
ì`{º$ H$mo gVV à`mgaV ahZm Mm{hE, VWm CÝh| Bg

Im{Va AmµOmXr ^r {_bZr Mm{hE. na§Vw bmoJ H$hVo h¡
{H$ ñd`§ H$m {dH$mg Agbr kmZ Ho$ AO©Z go hmoVm h¡.
BgHo$ {bE ì`{º$ ñVa na AmË_-_§WZ, BZa ìhmB©g `m{Z

w̃X Ho$ AÝXa H$s AmdmµO H$mo gwZZm VWm ñd §̀ _| gabVm
bmZm Amdí`H$ H$maH$ _mZo OmVo h¢. EH$ AÀN>m ng©Z/
ì`{º$ hr {H$gr nrnwb ̀ m{Z g_yh/g§JR>Z H$m EH$ _hÎdnyU©
gXñ` ~Z nmVm h¡, Am¡a à^mdr brS>a{en Ho$ {bE `h
EH$ Amdí`H$ VÎd _mZm OmVm h¡. Š`m|{H$ `{X {ZOr MmhV
d µOéaV| g_yh VWm n`m©daU Ho$ {déÕ hmoVr h¢ Vmo dh
Eogr MmhVm| go ñd`§ H$mo ~MmVm h¡.

nrnwb `m{Z g_yh {H$gr ^r H$m ©̀ gånmXZ Ho$ {bE Ah_
hmoVo h¢. Q>r_dH©$ H$s {deofVmAm| H$mo H$m¡Z Zht OmZVm.
EH$ AÀN>r Q>r_ hr EH$ AÀN>m n[aUm_ Xo nmVr h¡. EH$
loð> Q>r_ gXñ` hr brS>a hmoVm h¡ Z {H$ Q>r_ H$m EH$
loð> gXñ`. ñd §̀ H$m Xÿgam| go Ow‹S>md VWm gm_§Oñ` ñWm{nV
H$aZo Ho$ {bE B§Q>ang©Zb [aboeZ{en, H$å`w{ZHo$eZ,
B{Z{eE{Q>d, {dídmg Am{X _hËdnyU© VWm Zht ŷbZo `mo½`
VÎd h¢. BZ g^r Ho$ {bE ha n[apñW{V _| ñd §̀ Ûmam
{b`m OmZo dmbm nhbm H$X_ A{V _hÎdnyU© _mZm OmVm
h¡.

Vrgam KQ>H$ ßbmZoQ> `m{Z EÝdm`moam°Ý_|Q> h¡, {OgH$m {Ma
ñdñW ahZm ^r H$m°_Z JwS²g Ho$ {Z_m©U VWm aIaImd
_| ghm`H$ hmoVm h¡. ßbmZoQ> H$mo ŷbH$a H$moB© ì`{º$ `{X
ñd §̀ VWm AnZo J«wn/g§JR>Z Ho$ {hV H$s ~mV gmoMVm/
H$aVm h¡ Vmo {_bZo dmbm \$b Aënm`w VWm H$ï>H$mar hmoVm
h¡. H$maU, Bg Vrgao KQ>H$ Ho$ gm_§Oñ` Ho$ {~Zm H$m°_Z
JwS²g Ho$ "gd©OZ {hVm`' H$s n[aH$ënZm H$aZm ~o_mZr
h¡. AW©emór J¡aoQ> hm{S©>Z Ho$ "Q´>oOoS>r Am°\$ X H$m°_Z'
{gÕm§V Ho$ AZwgma EH$ ì`{º$ AnZo {ZOr ñdmW©de ñdV§Ì
én go {Zno©j hmoH$a {H$gr dñVw H$m Cn^moJ Ed§ XmohZ
H$a VWm Bg Vah gd©OZ Ho$ XÿaJm_r {hVm| Ho$ {déÕ
H$m ©̀ H$a gmd©O{ZH$ dñVwAm| Ed§ [agmogo©µO _| BVZr H$_r
VWm ~~m©Xr bo AmVm h¡, {H$ ~mX _| àH¥${V Cgo dmng
Zht bm nmVr h¡. `m{Z, Cg ì`{º$ Ho$ Eogo H¥$Ë` gñQ>oZo~b
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So>dobn_|Q> Ho$ {déÕ hmoVo h¢. OmZH$ma H$hVo h¢ {H$ `h
Q´>oOoS>r ì`{º$ Ho$ ì`dhma Ho$ AZE{WH$b én Ho$ H$maU
h¡, Š`m|{H$ ̀ h ì`dhma Z Vmo {H$gr ì`{º$ {deof Ho$ gm_mÝ`
VWm Z¡g{J©H$ ì`dhma go _ob ImVm h¡ Am¡a Z hr Xÿgam|
H$o {hVm| go gamoH$ma aIVo hþE {XIVm h¡.

H${WV nr.nr.nr., `m{Z ng©Z, nrnwb VWm ßbmZoQ> H$mo
{hÝXÿ _V Ho$ A§VJ©V doXm§V _| d{U©V {dMmam| _| H«$_e:
ì`{ï>, g_{ï> VWm g¥{ï> Ho$ én _| XoIm Om gH$Vm h¡.
Bgo H«$_e: _mB©H«$moH$m°ñ_, _oH«$moH$m°ñ_ VWm H$m°g_m°g Ho$
én _| ^r _mZm Om gH$Vm h¡. {dÛOZ H$hVo h¢ {H$ ò
VrZm| KQ>H$ XaAgb EH$ hr KQ>Zm Ho$ VrZ H$mën{ZH$
én h¢; na§Vw, `{X ì`{ï> AnZo A{YH$mam| Am¡a ñdmWm|© Ho$
de _| AmH$a ñd §̀ H$mo eof XmoZm| go ñdV§Ì _mZ ~¡R>o Vmo
g~ Hw$N> Ag§Vw{bV hmo OmVm h¡. {dS>å~Zm h¡ {H$ Bg
Ag§VwbZ Ûmam CËnÞ hm{Z go H${Vn` ì`{º$ AZOmZ
~ZH$a ñd`§ H$mo Am¡a hm{Z nhþ±MmVm OmVm h¡. dh `h
^yb OmVm h¡ {H$ g_{ï> Am¡a g¥{ï> H$s hm{Z AnZr hm{Z
h¡, Am¡a bm^ {ZOr bm^. Vmo Š`m {H$gr H$s ì`{º$JV
ñdÀN>ÝXVm d A{YH$manaH$ ^mdZmE± d H¥$Ë` AmË_KmVr
h¢? gm_mÝ`V`m Zht, ~eVo© do Xÿgao (g_yh VWm n`m©daU)
Ho$ {hVm| Ho$ {déÕ Z hmo. OmZH$ma H$hVo h¢ {H$ {~Ja
H$m°µO AWdm nang H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIo {~Zm {dH$mg hoVw
Zr{V {Z_m©U VWm CgHo$ {bE ì`{º$JV A{YH$ma d
B§{S>{dSw>Ab JwS²g H$m Cn^moJ A{hVH$mar hmoVo h¢.

µO_mZo Ho$ {bE:

nr.nr.nr. H$s AdYmaUm XaAgb ì`{º$ ̀ m{Z ì`{ï> Ho$ CÞ`Z
Ho$ {bE h¡, CZHo$ AmMaU {dûcofU go h¡; Bg AdYmaUm
_| ng©Z `m{Z ñd §̀ Ho$ H¥$Ë` Ho$ H$maU "Xÿgam|' `m{Z {nnwb
VWm ßbmZoQ>, {Og_| O‹S> VWm MoVZ XmoZm| AmVo h¢, Ho$ {hVm|
na n‹S>Zo dmbo à^mdm| H$s g_rjm hmoVr h¡. H$maU, BgHo$
\$bñdê$n hr g§JR>Z VWm n[adoe d g¥{ï> H$s g§aMZm d
CÞ`Z hmoVo h¢. Am¡a, Bgr _| H$m°_Z JwS²g ~ZVo h¢. `{X
H$m°_Z JwS²g H$m ApñVËd Z aho Vmo ì`{º$ H$m {dH$mg Z
hmoJm. ì`{º$ {deof H$m CÞ`Z hmoZm, {dH$mg hmoZm Amdí`H$
h¡, na§Vw H$m°_Z JwS²g Ho$ {déÕ g§JR>Z d g¥{ï> H$s Cnojm
H$a `h gå^d Zht h¡. nwZ: ì`{º$ {deof H$m CÞ`Z H$m°_Z
JwS²>g Ho$ {Z_m©U VWm g§ajU, g§JR>Z d g¥{ï> Ho$ {Z_m©U
VWm g§ajU Ho$ {bE Amdí`H$ ^r h¡. Bg Vah, `hm± EH$
ì`{º$ VWm H$Vm© Ho$ {bE "Xÿgam' `m{Z "AXg©' \¡$ŠQ>a
H$m°_Z JwS²g Ho$ {bE H$mµ\$s Ah_ h¡. Am¡a, d¡go H$Vm© `m{Z
brS>a H$s ŷ{_H$m CZH$s Q>r_, g§JR>Z VWm {díd nQ>b
na dm§{N>V H$m°_Z JwS²g Ho$ gVV {hV Ho$ {bE {dMma VWm
{dûcofU Ho$ H$Q>Kao _| hmoVr h¡.

A§V _|, AmB©E - OmdoX A™Va gmh~ H$m {bIm VWm
gZ² 1966 _| {Z{_©V {\$ë_ '~mXb' H$m `h JrV, {Ogo
ñd. _Þm Xo Zo Jm`m Wm, göX` JwZJwZmB©E -

AnZo {bE {OE Vmo Š`m {OE;
Vy Or Eo {Xb µO_mZo Ho$ {bE...
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Project

To Increase Revenue by
Increasing Customer
Satisfaction in Freight
Service

INTRODUCTION

In Freight Service, one of  the major problems faced by
the service provider is to control quality and offer
consistent service. But, in a service, production and
consumption occurs simultaneously so the buffer available
with a tangible product does not exist. A service has
a lot of  intangible dimensions including reliability,
responsiveness, competence, courtesy, friendliness,
security, ambience etc. which are qualitative by nature
and whose value is subjective. The subjectivity makes
it imperative for the marketers to take into cognizance
the customer perceptions of  service quality so that the
service package defined and planned by the marketers
is close to the one that is expected by the customer.

Service quality is characterized by the customer perception
of  service. The two variables of  service quality are
expected service and perceived service. The discrepancy
between expectations and perceptions is the primary
determinant of  customers’ service quality assessment.

Railways being in service of  transportation are losing
its share to road transportation. Now it has become
imperative to railways to get assessment of  their services

Team Members
Shravan Kumar, DME/P/MGS
Jagtosh Shukla, DOM/M/LKO
Anop Patel, DEN/HQ/CKP
Manatosh Mandal,DyCMM/CLW
R.P.S. Ahluwalia, Dy. CPM/DMW
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and keep on improving those services to meet
stiff competition.

PRESENT SYSTEM

Indian Railway is in business of  service provider
for movements of  goods and passengers. As we
have earlier discussed those services do not have
buffer and it  is produced and consumed
simultaneously.  Indian Railways have some
system of feedback collection from passenger
services i.e. from OBHS, catering services, emails,
SMS etc. But all these are not stream lined &
there is improper record maintenance of passenger
complaint while in freight service there is very
poor record keeping of  customer complaints.

     As Indian Railway is in business of  services
providing, it is very essential for us to get proper
feedback of  quality service. In current scenario
we do not have any process for data collection
to improve quality of  service, being provided
for customer satisfaction. Service has intangible
factors like reliability, responsiveness, curtsy etc.
which need to be taken care of.  On discussion
with siding customers we found that there is
minimum pilferage in road transportation.  While
the percentage shortage/pilferage is about 3-4%
for rail transportation, it is 0.5-1% for road.

     There are multiple levels of communication
which is cause of inherent delay in decision

making.  The front line staff  are not well informed
/trained & do not provide adequate information
to customers.  Moreover, their attitude & behavior
towards customer is not good.  There is manual
system of  indenting.  Customer gives indent to
goods clerk.  There is no such system for online
indent registration.

      After indent registration, railway provides
wagons according to oldest date of registration.
In present, Railway does not give a particular
time frame in which wagon will be supplied; it
creates a big problem for customers.

       We provide 9 hrs. for loading as well
as unloading , but we do not consider the customer
view point about placement of inward  as well
as outward rakes for example if Railway place
the rake between 13.00 hrs to 21.00 hrs ,then
arrangement of labor becomes a huge problem
for our customers.

       Speedy transportation is becoming more
challenging now a days.  Railway is not providing
expected time of arrival of rake at destination
which is very important for customer as he has
to arrange man, machine etc.

      Present condition of sidings is not good.
They are not in condition to increase customer
satisfaction. The photographs of some sidings
of  LKO division (N.R) is as below-

Project
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Customer Satisfaction: - Based on discussion with fertilizer & cement factories of  LKO division
we came across following areas of concern. The discussion was based on seven areas highlighted
in article on Service quality measurement: The case of  Railway Freight Services by G. Shainesh
and Mukul Mathur - Sep 2000 ——
 Proper analysis of customer satisfaction
 Feedback system
 Grievance redressal system
 System of  proper schedule meeting & follow up.
 Customer oriented meeting

Project
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Sl. Dimensions Weightage
No. given
1. Ability to Provide Safe and

Fast delivery 0.23
2. Cost of  Transportation 0.16
3. Attitude of offices and staff 0.16
4. Providing and Sharing Information 0.12
5. Convenient Allotment Procedure 0.12
6. Terminal Facilities 0.10
7. Encouraging Flexibility and Bilateralism 0.10

Total 1.00

To corelate findings with goods sheds condition,
sidings of  LKO division (Northern Railways) have
been taken for study. The details of  freight
terminals with available facilities are as in table.

Sl. Sidings Handling Commodity
No. Capacity Dealt
1 ALAMNAGAR 3- Full rake Cement, Fertilizer,

Salt, Paper
2 AMAUSI 1- Full rake Auto, Tractor,

Stone chip
3 MOHANLALGANJ 1- Full rake Coal, Fert,

Cement
4 SONIC 1- Full rake Food grain,

Fertilizer
5 BARABANKI 2-Full rake Fert., Coal,

Food grain
6 FAIZABAD 2- Full rake Fert., Cement,

Salt, Food grain
7 AYODHYA 1- Full rake Coal, stone grid
8 AKBARPUR 1- Full rake Fert., Sand
9 SHAHGANJ 1- Full rake Fert., Cement,

Food grain
10 SHIVPUR 1- Full rake Fert., Onion, Salt,

Food grain
11 VARANASI 2- Full rake Fert., Cement,

Salt, Food grain,
12 KASHI 1- Full rake Coal
13 VYASNAGAR 1- Full rake Coal. Fert., Ballast
14 PRATAPGARH 1- Full rake Cement, Fertilizer,

Food grain
15 SULTANPUR 1- Full rake Fert., Cement,

Food grain
16 SINDURWA 1- Full rake Coal
17 GAURIGANJ 1- Full rake Coal, Clinker,

Gypsum
18 RAEBARELI 1-Full rake Fert., Cement,

Food grain
19 DARYAPUR 1- Full rake Clinker
20 UNCHAHAR 1- Full rake Waste Timber
21 TANDA 1- Full rake Clinker

DATA COLLECTION

It is recognized that high quality service is essential
for organizations that want to be successful in
their business.  The organization has to battle many
competitors. Next step is to figure out how to
give differential high quality service.  This
differentiating & improving is possible only through
service quality measurement.  In general research
on service quality addresses two types for problems
which are instruments for measuring service quality
& evaluation of  service quality in separate frame
work of study indicating that it is highly desirable
to incorporate both problems in a comprehensive
manner.

In addition to data and feedback collected from
sidings of  LKO division/Northern Railway and
a research article (G.Shainesh & Mukul Mathur
- 2000) data were collected through exploratory
s tudy.  I t  involved conduct ing  in-depth
inter v iews wi th  managers  be longing to
organization, which had used railway freight
service at least once in last six months. On
thorough examination of data it comes out that
customers categorized freight service quality
on seven dimensions-

Private sidings with available facility-

S.No. Siding Handling Commodity
Capacity dealt

1 HPCL/AMS 1- Full rake POL
2 FCI/BBK 1- Full rake Food grain
3 FCI/BSB 1- Full rake Food grain
4 FCI/LKO 1- Full rake Food grain
5 ACCG/GNG 3- Full rake Clinker, Gypsum, Coal
6 MGDS/LKO 1- Full rake Food grain
7 IFFCO/PLP 3- Full rake Coal, Neptha, Fert.
8 IGFC/SYW 3- Full rake Neptha, Fert.
9 TTPH/TD 2- Full rake Coal
10 FGTP/UCR 4- Full rake Coal

11 HFS/VYN 1- Full rake Cement, Fert.

Project
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At present, road transport sector has around 80%
share of  country’s freight, while Railways’ share
has been steadily decreasing from 32% in 2002
to 20% at present. Industry estimates suggest that
the share of cement, which is one of the major bulk
cargo items, has dropped by 8%-9%. Items like iron
ore, coal, steel, fertilizer, petrol product and
cement constitute 90% of  rail cargo. With
transporters getting huge number of heavy duty
and multi-axel trucks, some of  these major cargos
are also getting shifted to the road transport sector.
Keeping decrease in share of cement cargo in
view we considered cement factories of  LKO
division (Northern Railway) for study.

Absolute comparison of freight charges for each
category of  items shows that rail charges are less.
But, factors like safe delivery, continuous availability
of booking and delivery point within business
centers/markets and business hubs, along with
personalized service and better claim settlement
make road transport sector more attractive. About
95% of the parcel cargo is transported by road.

Rail Road co-efficient of  Fertilizer & Cement
plants (year- 2012-2013)

Fertilizer plants (Rail: Road)
 IFFCO/PLP - 89:11 Production – 16.6 Lac

metric ton
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 IGFC/SYW - 80:20 Production – 10.8 Lac
metric ton

Cement Plants
 ACCG/GNG - 00:100 Production – 22.2

Lac metric ton
 JPCT/TD - 00:100 Production – 7.8 Lac

metric ton
 Daryapur - 00:100 Production – 6.2 Lac

metric ton

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Ability to provide safe & fast delivery : Railway
freight is mainly bulk traffic. Railway system is
advantageous for long  distance bulk traffic while
road transport has taken major share of railway
bulk traffic of short distance(300 km to 5 km).

GACL (Gujarat Ambuja Cement Ltd) BTI/NR/
UMB division is not using rail traffic for
transportation of their product. They are using
rail head for inward movement of raw materials
to produce cement.

Credit facility : Credit facility provided by road
transporters was also a major incentive for a
minimum 30 days credit period which would go
up to 3-4 months while, for rail transportation,
freight had to be paid in advance.

Attitude of officers & staff : Railway system
has not developed itself as customer oriented
department. Railway system does not have tailor
made solution to various segment of its customers
& it has not exploited the potential of their
customer. The front line staff  of  railway lacks
professional approach and there is no proper
training program for them. This is major deterrent
in improving service. Outdated rule fevor officers
and treating customer as liability were some of
the indicators of  a lack of  service orientation.

Providing & sharing information: - Present system
of  FOIS provides information about position of
rake but it is not effective tool for information

sharing. As FOIS does not provide expected time
of  journey and delivery, this defeats very purpose
of  information sharing. Railway does not provide
time bound delivery because of uncertainties of
freight traffic which are shortage of  crew, line
clear problem at interchange points, unavailability
of path for movement.

Convenient allotment procedure: - TPMS (train
pipeline management system) and Quota
allotment by government are some basic problem
in allotment procedure.

Terminal facilities: - Terminal facilities provided
by railway system are very poor. There is no
proper facility for staking of good movement
of  trucks, lighting facilities, and amenities for
laborers.

Pattern of freight growth v/s GDP growth rate
along with perceived customer satisfaction  are
given below-

Sl. Period Average Freight Ratio of
No. GDP Traffic Freight

growth Growth Growth
rate (CAGR  & GDP

1. 1950-51 to 1976-77 3.6% 4.2% 116%
2. 1981-82 to 1990-91 5.6% 5.0% 89%
3. 1991-92 to 1999-2000 5.15% 4.15% 80%
4. 2000-01 to 2003-04 5.6% 5.3% 95%
5. 2004-05 to 2007-08 9.20% 9.25% 101%
6. 2009-10 to 2012-13 7.30% 4.9% 67%

To know about gap between perceived service
& expected service our group discussed the issue
with fertilizer & cement factories of  LKO division
of  Northern Railway.

Fertilizer Factories-

1. IFFCO / PHULPUR
2. IGFC / SINDURWA
Cement factories-
1. ACCG / Gauriganj
2. JAYPEE / Tanda
3.  BIRLA / Dariyapur.
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Dimensions   FERTILIZER CEMENT
IFFCO/PLP IGFC/SYW ACCG/GNG JP/TD BIRLA/DYP

Ability to Provide Safe and Fast delivery 4 3 1 1 1
Cost of  Transportation 3 4 1 1 1
Attitude of offices and staff 3 3 3 2 3
Providing and Sharing Information 2 3 2 2 2
Convenient Allotment Procedure 2 2 - - -
Terminal Facilities 2 4 2 1 2
Encouraging Flexibility and Bilateralism 1 1 1 1 1

MARKS - Poor-1, Average -2, Good- 3, Very Good-4, Excellent-5.

OBJECTIVE Implementation

Safe & quick transportation of goods without 1. Loading of rake should be
en route detachment. done with valid BPC. It should also

be ensured that BPC does not get
invalid en route.

2. More no. of  CC rakes should be
introduced.

3. Better maintenance of wagons to
avoid in route detachment.

4. Immediate issue of rail receipt.
5. Allowing deduction of losses

from freight.

Providing timely and reliable information 1. FOIS system should be enhanced so
of goods trains that information about expected time

of arrival, of a particular rake should
be available with the customer.

Availability of  wagons on demand 1. Wagons should be placed with prior
information & consent of  customer. 2. Office of  Chief  Goods Supervisor

will act as a bride between control
office and customer & give him
timely information.

IMPLEMENTATION PLANS

Based on discussion with fertilizer & cement factories of  LKO division we came across area of
concern and implementation for the same is being proposed. The discussion was based on seven
areas highlighted in article on Service quality measurement: The case of  Railway Freight Services
by G. Shainesh and Mukul Mathur - Sep 2000.
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Providing customer specific free time 1. Railway should provide separate
timings for mechanized and manual
loading & unloading.

Attracting traffic 1. Granting permission for change of
destination.

2. More & more two point rake
combination should be permitted.

3. Encouraging bilateral settlement of
issues on merit basis with adequate
hearing of  customers.

Sharing Information 1. Clear interpretation of  rules & proper
information cell to customer.

2. Sharing current circulars & policies
with customers which are directly or
indirectly affecting them.

Officers & staffs attitude 1. Single  window grievance redressal
should be introduced

2. Workshop for staff  & officers should
be organized to make them
knowledgeable, empowered &
responsible.

3. Officers should be accessible and do
not adopt pressure tactics on
customer.

4. Official decisions should be
communicated to the bottom.

Better terminal facilities 1. Providing proper platform for loading
and unloading.

2. Covered shed for stacking of goods
3. Warehousing facilities
4. Truck parking space

BENEFITS

1. It will instill confidence of customers in
Railway and the bonding between railway
and customer will go stronger.

2.  It will be instrumental to increase of  rail
share in total share transportation.

3. The Railway will grab major position of
growth in transportation section.  The
increasing propensity of customer to use road
transport will decrease after this.

4. Safe & fast transportation, better and fair
system of  railway service will increase gross
freight traffic.
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5. Better warehousing facilities at terminals will
further increase earning of  railways.

6. Emission of pollutant gases per metric ton
per km is lower in rail transportation
compared to road transportation.

7. No. of  accident will be less compared to
road transportation.

8. Overal l  economy of country wil l  be
benefitted.

SUGGESTIONS

1. A uniform system of  getting feedback from
customers should be devised.

2. Single window system of grievance redressal
should be introduced.

3. Speedy settlement of issue on merit basis
regarding freight loading with customers
should be done.

4. Warehousing facilities at goods shed should
be developed.

5. Settlement of claims and penalty waival issue
should be handled with adequate hearing.

6. Terminal facilities like shed, circulating area,
lighting arrangement, connectivity with
roads, drinking water facilities, sprinkling
system etc. should be properly developed.

CONCLUSION

Freight contributes about 70 per cent of the
revenues of the railways and helps subsidize the
loss making passenger services, it is imperative
that railways does not lose further share of the
freight market. More importantly, it should move
into profitable areas of freight like transportation
of consumer durables and fast moving consumer
goods, which are currently transported almost
entirely by road. Indian Railways has a dominant
share of the movement of bulk commodities like
coal, food grains, and fertilizers, but these are
not very profitable. Improving the quality of
service is one of  the ways to improve the
competitiveness of the railways in the profitable
segments of  the freight business.
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It was the month of  May.
The mood was gay.

Watching the moving musk,
I liked this time of  day.

It was dusk!

Birds of a feather, moving back to nest.
Coming back were the cattle, to rest.
Shifting my place on the compound,

I saw the orange sun, so round.

Sinking deep in earthly ocean,
It was the horizon.

Trying to find, were my vision.

Was it a cry? Or a scream?
Whatever, that certainly

Disturbed my dream.

I peeped through the window hut.
The scene in there churned my gut.

Lying motionless on the floor, was the child
& beside, the mother was crying wild.

She beat her chest.
As the child lay in eternal rest.
My heart was filled with grief,

But alas! I am not a thief.

It was the month of  May.
The mood was what, I can’t say.

Watching the moving musk,
I hated to like this time of  day.

It was dusk!

Youth Forum

It was Dusk !

Dr. Vinod Rathod

Dr. Vinod Rathod, IRMS(P), AFP Probationer
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`yW µµ\$moa_

ApñVËd H$m Am^mgApñVËd H$m Am^mgApñVËd H$m Am^mgApñVËd H$m Am^mgApñVËd H$m Am^mg
gË òÝÐ qgh R>mHw$a

gË òÝÐ qgh R>mHw$a, _§S>b g§Ho$V Ed§ Xÿag§Mma B§Or{Z`a,
am§Mr, X{jU nyd© aobdo.

H$~ gw~h go em_ hmo, Ehgmg Zm hmoVm _wPo...
ñd §̀ Ho$ _ZwOËd H$m Am^mg Z hmoVm _wPo...
^r‹S> Mmam| Amoa h¡ Am¡a H$U©^oXr emoa h¡...

A§Vg _Ja g§Vá h¡, EH$ Qy>Q>Vr-gr S>moa h¡...
g§gma Ho$ Bg ~moP _| aMZm H$m XméU h¡ éXZ...
Hw${Q>bVm H$s Am±{Y`m§, gh_m hþAm gm ~mb-_Z...
A§Hw$a Z H$moB© ào_ H$m, Zm d¥{ï> h¡ C„mg H$s...
Xm¡‹S> ̂ r h¡, Yyn ̂ r ~g H$_© Ho$ g§Ìmg H$s...

{H$ÝVw V{ZH$ go ̂ md h¢,{OZH$m H$^r CX²Jma hmo ...
_ZwOVm Xo _ZwO H$mo, g¥{ï> go EH$mH$ma hmo...

V{ZH$ gm H§$Q>H$ ̂ r hÿ±  _¢, V{ZH$ gm _¢ \y$b hÿ±...
V{ZH$ gm _¢ aËZ hÿ± Am¡a V{ZH$ gr _¢ Yyb hÿ±...

V{ZH$ gr A{¾ h¡ _wP_|, V{ZH$ gm Vmo Ob ̂ r h¡...
V{ZH$ gr g[aVm ̂ r h¡ Am¡a V{ZH$ gm _éWb ̂ r h¡...
V{ZH$ gr YaVr ̂ r _wP_|, V{ZH$ gm AmH$me ̂ r...
V{ZH$ gm nVP‹S> ̂ r _wP_|, V{ZH$ gm _Yw_mg ̂ r...

V{ZH$ gr AmamYZm h¡, V{ZH$ gm AZwamJ ̂ r...
V{ZH$ gm d¡am½` h¡ Am¡a V{ZH$ gm h¡ amJ ̂ r...

BVZm {d{dY Am¡a gd©ì`mnr O~ _oam ApñVËd h¡...
Z H$ht XmgËd h¡ Am¡a Z H$moB© ñdm{_Ëd h¡...
~g µOê$ar h¡ ̀ hr {H$, ñd`§ H$mo nhMmZ by§...

à`moOZ ApñVËd H$m, Š`m h¡, Bgo _¢ OmZ by§...
~g Cgr {XZ H$s Vmo _¢, H$~ go àVrjm H$a ahm...
kmZ Ho$ Bg gyÌ H$s _¢ {ZV narjm H$a ahm...
A§Hw$a Z \y$Q>o öX` _|, ̀ o _¥Ë`w H$s nhMmZ h¡
ào_ H$s dfm© hr OrdZ H$m àW_ gmonmZ h¡...
Bgr {Z_©b ̂ md H$m {dñVma _wPH$mo Mm{hE...

Ca H$m Vwåhmao, g§{JZr, A{^gma _wPH$mo Mm{hE....
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Laid within florid confines, green sods and woods around,
The regal edifice appears now more of a learning pot;
Sculpture of walls and doors makes ‘Prastuti’ very stunning,
Quiet and lifeless stone although, and to it I listen a lot.

A temple of adulation, a centre of Railway learning very high,
A gentle sentinel for the resting birds, it is incredibly pristine;
A veteran timekeeper greatly revered standing firm since ages,
A place of worship very strong, it is extremely pious and clean.

Warden of  a plot of  fifty five acres, a lighthouse of  knowledge today,
A puddle of radiance truly striking, it has exquisite appearance;
In company of apprentices the meeting point is ever immersed,
Each floor, each corner makes it grand, a scholarly residence.

A witness to majestic history, the preserver of  fine mores,
Birthplace of pride and eminence it is of the Railways;
Enduring age this elderly bastion has might and muscle,
Its novelty and freshness is intact, what we find always.

Calm yet incredibly revealing, it has many tales to tell,
Life to railway wheels despite it being a stone too glued;
A source of energy indeed, it often makes this evocation -
Take care of  it O Railwayman! It is your identity, a brand hood.

Vividha

Vijoy Kumar Singh

Vijoy Kumar Singh, Professor Commercial Mgt.,
National Academy of Indian Railways, Vadodara

Prastuti – the Palace
('Prastuti', the Prince Palace of  NAIR completed 100 Glorious
Years of  its construction on 30th July, 2014)
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{d{dYm

àñVw{V - EH$ n¡bog

{dO` Hw$_ma qgh

{dO` Hw$_ma qgh, àmo\o$ga dm{UÁ` à~§YZ,
^maVr` aob amï´>r` AH$mX_r, d‹S>moXam

JwbeZ H$s JmoX _|, {J`mh-Amo-Xa™Vm| Ho$ Xa{_`m±,
`o B_maV-E-em¡H$V A~ _H$V~ ^r µÁ`mXm bJVr h¡&
Xa-Amo-Xrdmam| H$m gbrµH$m, ~ohX ỹ~gyaV "àñVw{V' h¡;
BZ ~oµOw~mZ nËWam| go h_| AmdmµO gwZmB© n‹S>Vr h¡&

Vmbr_ H$s V™VJmh D$±Mr `o aob B~mXVJmh h¡;
n[a§Xm| H$m nmgXma h¡, µJµO~ H$s Bg_| VmµOJr h¡&
˜m_moe I‹S>m H$~go dº$ H$m `o _wAå_a nmg~mZ,
nmµH$sµOm h¡ `o, nm`Xma _wH$m_-E-~§XJr h¡&

EH$‹S> nMnZ H$m ~mµJ~mZ `o AmO {_ñ~mh-E-Bë_ h¡;
Vmbm~ h¡ `o VZdra H$m, Vmbr\o$-E-Hw$by~ ~oew_ma h¡&
Zm¡_íH$m| Ho$ gmW ahVm ha nb _eJyb `o _r`mXJmh,
ha _am{V~, ha H$moZm BgH$m ~¡V-Cb-Bë_ emZXma h¡&

("àñVw{V' ̀ m{Z qàg n¡bog ̂ maVr` aob amï´>r` AH$mX_r H$m _w»` ̂ dZ h¡,
{OgHo$ {Z_m©U Ho$ 100 df© {XZm§H$ 30 OwbmB©, 2014 H$mo nyao hþE &)
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VmµOmo-Vmar˜ H$m Jdmh, ~ohVarZ admµOm| H$m nwíVnZmh,
aob [a`mgV H$s emZ Am¡a emohaV `ht n¡Xm hmoVr h¢&
dº$ Ho$ gm`o _| OrVm `o _hb µH$Xr_ h¡, H$Xra h¡;
h_| Vmo ha gyaV _| BZH$s Zm¡D$_«r _h\y$µO {XIVr h¡&

˜m_moe na h¡ amµOXma, ha dº$ [H$ñgm ™dmZr H$aVm h¡;
nËWa h¡, ê$H$m h¡ H$~go, na aob n{h`m| H$s OmZ h¡&
Z¡̀ a-E-AmµO_ h¡ ò, Bggo AŠga AmVr `hr gXm h¡;
gå^mbZm Bgo Eo Ahbo-aob ! `o Vmo Voar nhMmZ h¡ &

(JwbeZ - \y$b H$m ~JrMm, {J`mh - har Kmg, em¡H$V
- emZ, _H$V~ - {dÚmb`, Xa - XadmµOm, gbrµH$m -
hþZa, V™VJmh - amOYmZr, nmgXma - aIdmbm, _wAå_a
- C_«Xma, nmg~mZ - nhaoXma, nmµH$sµOm - n{dÌ, nm`Xma
- _µO~yV, _wH$m_-E-~§XJr - d§XZm H$m Ka, {_ñ~mh-
E-Bë_ - kmZ H$m XrnH$, VZdra - àH$me, Vmbr\o$-
Hw$by~ - AmH$f©H$, Zm¡_íH$ - Zm¡{gIwdm, _r`mXJmh -
{_bZo H$m {Z`V ñWmZ, _am{V~ - _§{µOb, ~¡V-Cb-
Bë_ - {dÚm H$m Ka, Vmar˜ - B{Vhmg, nwíVnZmh -
ajH$, µH$Xr_ - àmMrZ, H$Xra - ~bdmZ, Zm¡C_«r -
{H$emoamdñWm, ™dmZr - n‹T>Zo H$s {H«$`m, Z¡̀ a-E-AmµO_
- gy`©, gXm - nwH$ma)
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National Academy of  Indian Railways
Lalbaug, Vadodara - 390 004. (India)

E-mail : spst@nair.railnet.gov.in  Web Site:   h ttp://www.nair.indianrailways.gov.in 
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